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Dear Alumni and Friends,
In one of my favorite movies, Get Shorty, John Travolta plays Chili Palmer, a 
loan shark from Miami who moves to Los Angeles and ends up producing 
movies. At one point Palmer is asked why he’s interested in making movies. 
He says, “What’s the point of living in L.A. unless you’re in 
the movie business?” Well, what’s the point of living in San 
Francisco unless you’re in the entrepreneur business?
Our future, and the future of the law itself, is inextricably 
tied to the innovations occurring in our neighborhood and 
around the Bay Area, the most vibrant and innovative place 
on earth. We are part of this revolution.
UC Hastings already has the highly regarded Startup 
Legal Garage, in which students work with attorneys to 
represent early-stage startups. This year, we will introduce 
LexLab, a space in which law students work with faculty, tech industry 
executives, engineers, and coders from University of California campuses and 
beyond to develop startup ideas for innovating the law and legal services. 
Our commitment to technical innovation in the law, however, is not an end in 
itself. It furthers our historical commitment to justice and academic excellence. 
However much the tools and processes of the law change, core principles of 
equality and fundamental fairness are ancient. We are dedicated to furthering 
these timeless principles, but using the most modern means possible.
Accompanying this enhancement of our curriculum is the expansion of our 
campus. Our neighborhood is undergoing a profound transformation, and 
we are part of it. The new academic building at 333 Golden Gate opens for 
classes in January 2020. This construction is part of our plan to develop a 
vibrant and interactive academic village in San Francisco, eventually shar-
ing both housing and academic platforms with UCSF and other universities.
Our history and location give us the foundation on which to build an 
extraordinary future as one of the pre-eminent law schools in the nation. 
The pieces are in place, and everyone in the UC Hastings community can 
contribute to, and enjoy the fruits of, that success. 
I look forward to working with all of you as we build for the future.
welcome
Sincerely,
David Faigman 
Chancellor & Dean
“Ordinary citizens, fOlks just like 
the fOlks here, 
are being cut Out 
Of access tO the 
legal system Of 
the united states. 
... but i remain very 
hOpeful that the 
new members Of 
the prOfessiOn, yOu 
fOlks, will get Off 
yOur butts and dO 
sOmething abOut it. 
and if yOu dO, yOur 
parents, yOur chil-
dren, and all Of us 
will be grateful.”
—Judge Jed S. rakoff
commencement 2017 
a call to action
→ UC Hastings celebrated its 136th  
Commencement on May 13, 2017. Judge 
Jed S. Rakoff of the U.S. District Court for 
the Southern District of New York gave 
an inspirational address, urging the new 
graduates to take leadership roles in 
righting legal injustices.
Chancellor & Dean David Faigman 
 with Judge Jed S. Rakoff
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social media buzz
UC Hastings keeps stUdents, sUpporters, alUmni, and friends Up to date 
witH tHe Help of soCial media. Be sUre to follow Us online on      . 
in tHe meantime, CHeCk oUt some of oUr favorite reCent posts.
@UCHASTINGSLAW, AprIL 12, 2017
→ So great to talk to @UCHastingsLaw 
1Ls about joining @hastingsclq next 
year; hung out w/RBG too!
@UCHASTINGSLAW, SepTember 20, 2016
→ UC Hastings Mascot Tryouts: 
After 138 yrs of teaching law & 
producing first-class legal scholar-
ship in #SF, we began to wonder if 
perhaps...
@UCHASTINGS, JUNe 7, 2016
→ 3L Michelle Freeman practicing her argument 
for an upcoming case before the Ninth Circuit. 
Every year the Court sets aside cases from  
litigants who don’t have attorneys for students to 
provide deeper legal analysis and help advocate 
for these unrepresented clients.
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@UCHASTINGSLAW, AprIL 5, 2017
→ 2Ls Kristian 
Zanis, Sammy 
Chang, and 
Jonathan Perrone 
“outdid them-
selves over the 
course of the term 
with creative and 
diligent research,” observed Professor Steven 
Bonorris, “culminating in a sterling report that 
withstood intense scrutiny from well-financed 
industry groups and other stakeholders.”
@UCHASTINGS, JANUAry 30, 2017
→ Proud to call these 
people my classmates 
@uchastingslaw—
we’ve been at SFO 
doing legal research to 
support the #ACLU and 
other legal advocacy 
groups fight this crazy 
#MuslimBan executive 
order. They’re going 
to need our help every 
day/night this week 
at SFO so if you have 
time to spare, get in 
touch with me so I can 
connect you with an 
attorney. #nobannowall
@UCHASTINGSLAW, AprIL 6, 2017
→ UC Hastings was proud to host Day  
at the Courts for De Marillac Academy  
students to meet with our law students 
and talk about their law school experiences. 
We hope the @demarillac_academy had as 
much fun as we did!
@UCHASTINGSLAW, mArCH 13, 2017
→ Back to serious busi-
ness here at UC Hastings. 
The break is over and 
we’ve got some studying 
to do people!#regram @
simbathepomapooch
( I n  B r i e f  )
a visiting faculty member at Stanford, where he earned his 
doctorate in law as well as a master’s degree in history. He is 
looking forward to teaching at UC Hastings, he said, which 
“has an outstanding faculty, including in the fields I specialize 
in, namely, evidence and legal history. And beyond its intellec-
tual breadth and strength, UC Hastings is also a tremendously 
collegial and supportive environment.” 
Brittany Glidden: Advocate for Experiential Learning 
“It’s always been one of my top priorities to help the under-
served gain access to the legal system,” said Professor Brittany 
Glidden, who joined the faculty last year as director of extern-
ships and pro bono programs. “It’s gratifying when I can 
connect students with members of the community that they 
can help. I think it reminds students why they came to law 
school in the first place.”
In her position, Glidden oversees judicial externships, in 
which students gain what she calls “an invaluable behind-the-
bench perspective” by working in local courts, as well as legal 
externships, which place students in nonprofits and govern-
ment agencies. She also coordinates UC Hastings’ robust pro 
bono program, which partners with local community organi-
zations serving low-income clients. These programs include 
“ForensIc culture as we know It was deeply shaped By BrItIsh colonIalIsm, From FIngerprIntIng and 
BallIstIcs to dog trackIng and haIr analysIs. ... I 
am Interested In thIs colonIal legacy and how It 
has shaped certaIn power dynamIcs In the use oF 
ForensIc scIence.” —Professor BINyamIN Blum
Binyamin Blum: Forensic Science Scholar
Professor Binyamin Blum, a leading legal 
scholar of the British Empire, has a highly 
specialized interest in its pioneering use of 
forensic science.  
“Forensic culture as we know it was 
deeply shaped by British colonialism, from 
fingerprinting and ballistics to dog tracking 
and hair analysis,” said Blum, who will join 
the UC Hastings faculty in January 2018. 
“Throughout the empire, mutual distrust 
between colonizers and colonized led British 
officials to seek ways to circumvent eyewit-
nesses as a source of information. Colonizers 
turned to scientific evidence as a way of 
making crime scenes legible and making 
the legal process seem more objective. I am 
interested in this colonial legacy and how it 
has shaped certain power dynamics in the 
use of forensic science.” 
Blum comes to UC Hastings from the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where he 
has taught since 2012. He has also been 
Welcome NEw FAcuLty mEmbErS
→ Seven dynamic thought leaders bring wide-ranging experience and expertise 
to UC Hastings
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2017 Public Justice Trial Attorney of the 
Year award for her work on a litigation team 
that brought outdoor access to hundreds 
of prisoners in solitary confinement in 
Colorado, some of whom had not been  
outside for over a decade.  
“Experiential learning is a central part of 
legal education at UC Hastings,” Glidden 
added, “which is why I am thrilled to be 
here. And I am amazed at the number of 
opportunities students have to develop their 
practice skills working directly with clients, 
whether in the clinics, externships, or pro 
bono work. I am excited to be part of making 
classroom learning come alive for students.”
Tim Greaney: Health Law Consigliere
“I spend a lot of time kibitzing about health-
care policy issues,” said Professor Thomas 
“Tim” Greaney, with characteristic mod-
esty. After all, Greaney is no mere kibitzer; 
he is one of the most respected thinkers, 
scholars, and writers in his field. He joined 
the UC Hastings faculty this fall to teach a 
course on business associations and to lead 
a seminar on competitive policy and reform 
in healthcare. He will also continue to serve 
on the advisory board of The Source on 
Healthcare Price & Competition, an initiative 
of the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on 
the Justice and Diversity Center, Bay Area Legal Aid, San 
Francisco Tenants Union, and many others. 
“These programs not only offer students hands-on experience, 
they also help instill what we hope will become a lifelong  
commitment to helping others,” said Glidden, a former pris-
oners’ rights attorney who previously taught at University of 
Denver and Golden Gate University law schools. She comes 
to UC Hastings with a wide range of teaching experience, 
including as a clinical professor, legal writing instructor, and 
externship director. She was recently named a finalist for the 
“it’s gratifying when i can connect students with members of the community that they can help.  
i think it reminds students why they came to law 
school in the first place.” 
—Professor Brittany Glidden
“my interests are in the regulatory side of 
healthcare, in how you 
can promote competition 
at the same time as  
regulate it.”
—Professor tim Greaney
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“ThroughouT my career I have Taken on a wIde varIeTy of subjecTs, buT The Theme Is always The 
same: how can The sysTem work beTTer?”
—Professor francis mcgovern
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Greaney’s enthusiasm—which he invariably imparts to his 
law students, for whom he said he’s like a consigliere—is infec-
tious. “It’s really exciting because the field of healthcare law is 
changing so rapidly,” he said. “Even though so much is up in 
the air, with the Affordable Care Act now unfortunately on the 
operating table, there’s so much we need to sink our teeth into.” 
Francis McGovern: Master of All Special Masters
A pioneer in the use of alternative dispute resolution techniques 
to improve the litigation process, Francis McGovern—who will 
join UC Hastings as a visiting professor in January 2018—has 
played a key role in some of the largest-scale mass claim cases 
in recent history. As a court-appointed special master (some 
call him the “master of all special masters”), he has developed 
solutions to headline-making mass claim litigation, including 
the DDT toxic exposure litigation in Alabama, the Dalkon Shield 
controversy, and the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. 
In the classroom—as in practice—the highly regarded 
scholar and strategist takes a multidisciplinary approach, 
often introducing students to such wide-ranging fields as 
game theory, cognitive psychology, and visual presentations of 
quantifiable data. 
“I’m interested in strategic thinking from a multitude of per-
spectives,” McGovern said. “I like the idea of folks from different 
disciplines working together to solve problems, which is some-
thing that UC Hastings really encourages.”
McGovern will split his academic year between Duke 
University School of Law, where he has taught since 1997, and 
UC Hastings, where he will teach two courses each spring 
semester: litigation finance and legal strategy. He’ll also 
Law, Science & Health Policy.
“My interests are in the regulatory side 
of healthcare, in how you can promote 
competition at the same time as regulate 
it,” he said, “and the work UC Hastings,  
Dean Faigman, Professor Jaime King, and 
the Consortium are doing in this area is a 
really good fit for my interests and academic 
research.”   
The co-author of the nation’s leading 
health law casebook, Health Law: Cases, 
Materials and Problems (7th edition), 
Greaney comes to UC Hastings from Saint 
Louis University School of Law, where he 
was the Chester A. Myers Professor of Law 
and director of the Center for Health Law 
Studies. Previously, he practiced healthcare 
antitrust legislation for nine years at the U.S. 
Department of Justice. “I really enjoyed my 
work at the Department of Justice,” Greaney 
said, “but I decided to go into academia 
because it gives you the freedom to write, 
think, and opine.”
A prolific author and frequent public 
speaker, Greaney has offered expert testi-
mony on healthcare competition and policy 
at hearings before the Judiciary Committee 
of the House of Representatives and Federal 
Trade Commission. He is beginning work on 
the next edition of the Health Law casebook, 
which will be co-authored with King.
“A motivAting question for my reseArch is whAt it meAns for vArious legAl contexts to understAnd 
how the brAin works.” —Professor emily r.D. murPhy
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continue to provide his expertise in court.
“I enjoy keeping one foot in academia and one foot in the real 
world,” McGovern said.
His legal practice is currently focused on “implementing 
institutional reform in cases where you’ve had bureaucratic 
failure.” To this end, he is serving as a special master in a case 
on reforming the foster care system in Texas and one on mold 
abatement in New York City housing. “I am really interested in 
creating models for how the justice system can handle insti-
tutional reform cases,” he said. “Throughout my career I have 
taken on a wide variety of subjects, but the theme is always the 
same: How can the system work better?”
Emily R.D. muRphy: Law and Neuroscience Expert
Professor Emily R.D. Murphy brings an impressive background 
in neuroscience, psychology, and litigation to the UC Hastings 
faculty, which she joined this fall. Most recently a PULSE fellow 
at UCLA Law, Murphy teaches contracts and evidence in her 
new position.
“I am thrilled to bring my scientific experience and interests 
to UC Hastings,” said Murphy, who earned a PhD in behavioral 
neuroscience and psychopharmacology at Cambridge. “The law 
school is on the cutting edge of science and the law. Joining 
the faculty is an amazing opportunity to work in an incredibly 
stimulating environment.”
Her research focuses primarily on how neuroscience is 
relevant to the law, and how tools and techniques like brain 
imaging might be applied in a legal context. “A motivating 
question for my research is what it means for various legal  
contexts to understand how the brain works,” Murphy said.
“I went to law school with the hope that I’d 
one day enter academia because teaching is a 
passion and priority of mine,” added Murphy, 
who also worked as a litigator at Munger, 
Tolles & Olson in Los Angeles. “I have always 
felt that it’s an honor and a privilege for stu-
dents to trust you with their education. I look 
forward to helping shape their legal minds 
and professional selves.”
Shanin SpEctER: 
Personal Injury Powerhouse
Pre-eminent personal injury and medical mal-
practice attorney Shanin Specter joined UC 
Hastings as a professor from practice this fall. 
He is teaching first-year torts and evidence 
while continuing to maintain his practice at 
Kine & Specter, one of the leading personal 
injury firms in the nation.
Specter has had a remarkable career as 
a litigator, having obtained more than 200 
jury verdicts and settlements in excess of 
$1 million. Many of these victories have 
led to large-scale industrial changes, from 
improving vehicle safety (resulting from a 
$153 million suit against the Ford Motor Co.) 
to requiring proper installation of public util-
ity lines (after a jury awarded $109 million 
to the family of a woman killed by a fallen 
electric line).
“The law school has boTh The insTiTuTional  values and repuTaTion i was looking for  
professionally.” —Professor Manoj viswanathan
With Professor Alina Ball, Viswanathan established the Tax 
Practicum for Social Enterprises, one of the law school’s most 
in-demand endeavors. “Students gain experience by work-
ing for clients who are attempting to make social change,” 
Viswanathan said. The Practicum’s clients have missions that 
include increasing food access, providing job opportunities 
for the hard to employ, and encouraging people to get tested 
for various illnesses. “The opportunity for students in the 
Practicum to both learn tax law and help clients accomplish 
social justice goals is immensely satisfying,” he added.
His expertise isn’t exclusive to the court-
room. Specter has been an adjunct professor 
at Penn Law School for 17 years and taught 
the popular course titled How to Ask a 
Question at UC Hastings in 2015 and 2017.
For Specter, academics and law practice are 
deeply intertwined. 
“Many of the cases I have worked on have 
resulted in societal change—and that affects 
my interest in academia,” he said, “because 
I see teaching as a great chance to influence 
future generations of lawyers, judges, and 
community leaders.”
Manoj Viswanathan: Tax Law Specialist 
Professor Manoj Viswanathan joined the fac-
ulty last year to teach doctrinal tax courses 
and co-direct the UC Hastings Business Tax 
Practicum for Social Enterprises. “I am very 
excited to be part of the UC Hastings com-
munity,” he said. “The law school has both 
the institutional values and reputation I was 
looking for professionally.” 
Previously, Viswanathan was a clinical 
teaching fellow and lecturer at Yale Law 
School, where he co-taught the Community 
and Economic Development clinic. Prior to 
his fellowship at Yale, he worked as a tax 
associate in the New York office of Skadden, 
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom.
“i see Teaching as a greaT opporTuniTy To influence 
fuTure generaTions of 
lawyers, judges, and  
communiTy leaders.”
—Professor shanin sPecter
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UC Hastings students recently named Kamala Harris ’89 Alumna of the Year, in honor of her “years of  service to this school, to California, and to the 
United States.” Harris, who served as the attorney general of 
California from 2010 to 2016 before moving on to the U.S. Senate 
earlier this year, is a longtime advocate for civil rights and equality. 
“We have a fight ahead ... a fight to define What kind of country We are. 
it’s a fight to determine What kind 
of country We Will be. and it’s a 
fight to determine Whether We 
are Willing to stand up for our 
deepest values.”
—Kamala Harris ’89 delivered tHe 2017  
CommenCement address at Howard UniversitY,  
Her UndergradUate alma mater.
Honoring senator kamala harris ’89
→ The trailblazing California senator is named Alumna of the Year 
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On Sept. 28, 2016, UC Hastings hosted 
the Race and Policing Panel moderated 
by Professor Hadar Aviram. Leaders in 
the criminal justice field, including San 
Francisco Public Defender Jeff Adachi ’85; 
San Francisco Police Department Acting 
Chief Toney Chaplin; UC Berkeley Professor 
Nikki Jones; former UC Hastings Professor 
Grande Lum, who recently served as 
director of the DOJ’s Community Relations 
Service; and Alameda County District 
Attorney Nancy O’Malley, discussed what 
can be done to improve relations between 
communities of color and the police.
Harvard Professor Mark Tushnet, one of 
the country’s leading constitutional law 
and legal history scholars, kicked off the 
lunchtime faculty colloquium series on 
Oct. 4, 2016; other high-profile speakers 
included UCLA Professors Noah Zatz and 
Devon Carbado, University of Utah Professor 
Shima Baradaran Baughman, and Columbia 
Professor Kathryn Judge.
Judge William Fletcher of the U.S. Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals tackled the 
question: “Is There a Second Amendment 
Right to Carry a Concealed Firearm?” at the 
Mathew O. Tobriner Memorial Lecture on 
Oct. 26, 2016. The annual lecture, estab-
lished in 1982 in honor of the late California 
Supreme Court Justice Mathew O. Tobriner, 
invites prominent legal minds to explore a 
current constitutional law topic.
On Nov. 22, 2016, Angie Junck ’04 
presented “Training on Immigration 
Enforcement Law and How to Educate 
Others About It.” Junck is a supervising 
speaking out
→ Highlights from some of the year’s notable events and lectures 
toney Chaplin of 
the San Francisco 
Police Department, 
uC Hastings Profes-
sor Evan Lee, and 
former uC Hastings 
Professor Grande 
Lum spoke at a 
panel on race and 
policing.
Participants in 
Rising out of Legal 
Blind Spots, a sym-
posium presented 
on March 22 by 
uC Hastings’ 
Women’s Law 
Journal, outLAW, 
the Diversity 
Committee, and Bay 
Area Lawyers for 
Individual Freedom 
(BALIF). 
In his presentation 
for last year’s  
Mathew o. tobriner 
Memorial Lecture, 
Judge William 
Fletcher discussed 
the right to carry 
concealed firearms.
Angie Junck ’04 
spoke about the 
need for training 
on immigration 
enforcement law.
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Top Honors for professional 
skills Teams 
The spring season was a winning time at UC Hastings, as the law 
school’s professional skills teams took the lead in national and 
international competitions.
The UC Hastings Trial Team won the National Ethics Trial 
Competition hosted by McGeorge School of Law, with members of 
the team also placing individually. 2L Pablo Wudka-Robles received 
the Top Advocate Award for the preliminary rounds, and 3L Emily 
Stover received the Top Advocate Award for the final round.
“It is truly a team effort,”  said Coach and Professor Geoff Hansen. 
The UC Hastings 2L Negotiation and Mediation team placed first 
in mediation at the InterNational Academy of Dispute Resolution’s 
International Mediation Tournament, while the 1L team placed third. 
“The teams’ impressive accomplishments are a reflection of skill, 
hard work, and dedication,” said Professor Clint Waasted, faculty 
adviser. “I couldn’t be prouder of this group.”
“The Trial Advocacy team has performed at a level that all 
schools envy,” said Roger Dreyer ’80, an ardent supporter of the 
team. “To achieve this type of result, you have to have superior 
students and competitors who worked tirelessly on behalf of the 
school.”
UC Hastings professional skills teams are supported by generous 
alumni and other members of the law school community who con-
tribute financially as well as volunteer their time. To learn how you 
can support these award-winning teams, contact Eric Dumbleton at 
415.565.4616 or dumbletoneric@uchastings.edu.
“THe Teams’ impressive accomplisHmenTs are a 
reflecTion of skill, Hard 
work, and dedicaTion.  
i couldn’T be prouder of 
THis group.” 
—professor Clint Waasted
attorney with the San Francisco–based 
Immigrant Legal Resource Center.
Leila Fadel, Cairo bureau chief for National 
Public Radio and one of the premier author-
ities on Middle East politics, presented 
“From the Middle East to the West: The 
Transformation of Authoritarianism to 
Populism” at the Ambassador J. Christopher 
Stevens Memorial Lecture Series on March 
20, 2017. The series is named for the late 
U.S. ambassador to Libya, J. Christopher 
Stevens ’89, who died in the 2012 attack on 
the U.S. consulate in Benghazi.
Members of the UC Hastings Trial Team, which boasted a 
winning season. 
NPR’s Cairo bureau 
chief, Leila Fadel, 
delivered the 
Ambassador 
J. Christopher 
Stevens Memorial 
Lecture on 
March 20. 
( i n  b r i e f  )
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Law in TransLaTion
LLM student Pursued u.s. Law degree  
to better transLate Korean Law
working as a translator for the Korea Legislation 
research Institute, Keeon Jung ’17, LLM, 
realized that a u.s. law degree could be immea-
surably valuable. Her job was to provide english 
translations of Korean laws for a range of clients 
interested in learning about Korea’s legal system. 
“Much of what I translated was financial- 
related law,” said Jung, 33. “I saw that I needed 
more legal knowledge in order to accurately 
convey Korean law into english.” 
to advance her understanding of u.s. law, she 
enrolled in the LLM program at uC Hastings. 
she chose uC Hastings, she said, because its 
LLM students are integrated into the school, can 
choose from among 130 course offerings, and 
sit in classes alongside Jd students. 
Jung hopes to continue working in a capacity 
that will draw upon her knowledge of both u.s. 
and Korean law. but in the meantime, having 
just earned her LLM, she decided to re-enroll in 
uC Hastings to earn her Jd. “the intersection 
of law, finance, and policy can be complicated, 
both in the u.s. as well as in Korea,” she said. 
“the more I learn, the more I still want to know.” 
Up To The ChaLLenge
a CoMMItMent to tax Law and soCIaL Issues MarKs  
3L Savvy pLetcher as a student to watCH
savvy Pletcher says her legal ambitions began at 5 years old while 
undergoing her adoption. Inspired by the judge overseeing her case, 
Pletcher remembers thinking, “I want to grow up and be her.”
now, Pletcher is a 3L concentrating in tax law and serving as 
vice president of Ms. Jd, a student organization dedicated to the 
success of women in the legal profession. “I want to be a presence 
in tax law practice because women don’t see many other women in 
the tax field,” she said. “I tell every 1L I mentor how tax law is like a 
fun sudoku puzzle when you figure out how to apply the rules.” 
Pletcher recently earned both the dorothy weller scholarship 
and the scholarship selection Committee scholarship from 
the California chapter of P.e.o. (Philanthropic educational 
organization), an international group dedicated to promoting  
education opportunities for women. Her résumé also includes 
stints at seagate technology and wilson sonsini goodrich & rosati, 
and an internship at PricewaterhouseCoopers.
“savvy has tremendous optimism and initiative,” said Professor 
Heather Fields, adviser for the tax Concentration. “she’s not afraid 
of challenges.”
In addition to her focus on tax law, Pletcher has a longtime com-
mitment to social justice—a passion she explored in Professor alina 
ball’s business tax Practicum for social enterprise.
“the Practicum gave me the experience of doing corporate work 
while allowing me to help organizations with a social mission,” 
Pletcher said. “I am excited to start my law career, because uC 
Hastings gave me this amazing foundation.” 
( i n  B r i e f  )
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“Professor Joel Paul ... is a  flat-out genius. i’ve taken 
his classes four times. to be 
honest, i don’t even do that 
well in his class.”
—2L sid singh
doubLe life
→ 2L Sid Singh is a law student by day and stand-up comic by night
course it’s not OK! If you miss the first week, 
you’ll never catch up!’ ” 
Singh chose Edinburgh over law school and 
pushed back his legal education for a year, 
starting at UC Hastings in 2016. 
While Singh steers clear of law-related topics 
onstage, he and Adjunct Professor Joseph 
Creitz team up for an irreverent weekly “legal” 
podcast titled “The Law Is My Ass.”
He was drawn to UC Hastings because of 
its San Francisco location and strong inter-
national law and public policy departments. 
“UC Hastings offers lots of ways for you to 
give back,” said Singh, who is deeply engaged 
in volunteer activities at UC Hastings, using 
his comedic skills for fund-raising.
Singh is also a huge fan of the faculty: 
“They’re amazing. Especially Professor Joel  
Paul, who is a flat-out genius. I’ve taken 
his classes four times.” Singh paused, then 
admitted, “To be honest, I don’t even do that 
well in his class.” 
However, he added, classes like Paul’s help 
make him a better comedian by making him 
think “eight different ways.” 
So how does Singh handle both comedy 
and law school? He responded jokingly, “Not 
very well.” 
In late March, 2L Sid Singh recorded his first comedy album in front of a standing-room-only audience, wearing a black leather jacket over a UC Hastings 
T-shirt, in San Francisco’s Tenderloin district. 
Singh, 28, denied trying to send any intentional message. “It 
was the only clean thing I had left,” he claimed. 
Nonetheless, his apparel was appropriate because every 
weekday, Singh is in law classes and every night—including 
weekends, when he hosts a pair of comedy shows—he is onstage 
somewhere telling jokes.  
Sometimes those two aspects of his life conflict. Singh was 
originally accepted to UC Hastings in 2015, but the term’s first 
week overlapped with the previously booked run of his one-man 
show at Scotland’s prestigious Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 
“I called administration and asked if it was OK to miss the 
first week of law school,” Singh recalled. “They answered, ‘Of 
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“There is no significanT correlaTion beTween The Type of offense The inmaTe is serving Time for and The risk of reoffending. raTher 
Than offering all offenders an opporTuniTy To show ThaT They have 
undergone rehabiliTaTion, This new proposal will simply lump more 
inmaTes inTo The caTegory of offenders ThaT will noT benefiT from a 
parole hearing.” —Professor Hadar aviram, THe daily Californian 
faCulTy in the news
→ UC Hastings professors give their expert opinions on pressing issues in the 
local and national media 
“there’s absolutely a kickback concern 
if the doctor knows he’s going to get a 
check based on the number of patients 
who sign up and get tested.”
—professor r. gregory cochran, sTaT 
“Uber, Lyft, and the taxi industry profit 
from the labor of refugees and immi-
grants. Yet they purposefully maintain 
them in a space where they are not able 
to enjoy the benefits of real employment.”
—professor veena dubal, san francisco 
chronicle
“speech can be for-bidden only when iT 
involves personally 
direcTed ThreaTs and 
inTimidaTion.”
—Professor maTTHew Coles on THe milo 
yiannoPoulos ProTesTs aT uC Berkeley,  
san franCisCo CHroniCle 
“you have To remem-ber, we elecTed a 
presidenT of The 
uniTed sTaTes. we 
did noT elecT a king. 
we did noT elecT an 
emperor.”
—Professor david levine on PresidenT 
donald TrumP’s ProPosed Travel Ban, 
THe assoCiaTed Press
“special Counsel Robert Mueller proved to be a quick 
learner, a trait that should serve him well in his new  
position at the center of the incendiary debate over 
Russia’s role in the 2016 presidential election.”
—professor rory liTTle, san francisco chronicle 
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“While some structural features of separation of poWers may lie beyond congress’s appropriations poWer, the government’s most 
important capacities—its poWers, through laW enforcement and War, 
to kill, maim, deport, and imprison in the name of ‘We the people’—
remain under congressional as Well as executive control.”
—Professor Zachary Price, Take care
“the federal government is finally putting in place a 
‘track and trace’ system to 
secure the pharmaceutical 
supply chain. assurance  
of product identity and 
safety [and protection from 
counterfeiting] is at risk 
With importation outside a 
regulated supply system.”
—Professor Marsha cohen, The new york 
TiMes 
“as our population groWs and our rich natural 
and historical heritage 
faces increasing threats, 
We should be looking 
to protect more places 
that can inspire and 
inform present and 
future generations and 
offer them recreational 
opportunities. that is the 
incomparable legacy of 
the antiquities act, and 
its necessity is as vital 
today as it ever Was.”
—Professor John D. Leshy, in a  
co-auThoreD Piece in The new york TiMes 
“They don’t want compassion. 
They want respect.” 
—professor Joan c. Williams on the White Working class, 
financial times
“They fall for Sherlock Holmes syndrome. 
They don’t need to provide a wall of 
proof, just bricks in a reliable fashion.”  
—chancellor & dean david faigman on 
hoW the courts’ use of scientific evidence 
may be compromised by the disbanding 
of the national commission on forensic 
science, undark magazine 
“The [Endangered Species Act] promotes 
resiliency to climate change by protect-
ing habitat and helping maintain natural 
systems, benefiting both humans and 
wildlife—even those that are not listed as 
endangered or threatened.” 
—professor dave oWen, scientific 
american
( i n  b r i e f  )
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promoting 
diversity in tech
→ Pandora’s chief counsel 
helps others find success and 
a sense of belonging
W orking on a major case as a labor and employment lawyer, Adelmise Warner ’01 once 
walked into a room full of attorneys to take 
a deposition—and found she was the only 
woman and person of color there. One man 
looked around and asked, “Where’s the  
person taking the deposition?” 
When Warner raised her hand, “you could 
see the shock on their faces,” she recalled. “It 
was an eye-opener.”
Now, Warner tries to make sure others don’t 
feel that way. As chief counsel at Pandora, 
the music-streaming service, she strives to 
bring diversity to the infamously homoge-
neous tech industry.
Since joining the company two years ago, 
Warner has worked to address Pandora’s 
diversity gap: Minorities make up only  
about 35 percent of the workforce. The goal 
is to attain a 45 percent minority workforce 
by 2020. 
Warner is familiar with overcoming long 
odds. She immigrated to San Diego from Haiti 
at 16 and entered her sophomore year of high 
school without speaking any English. To sup-
plement her ESL classes, she picked up the 
language by devouring Beatles songs.
Even though her guidance counselor said 
she’d never make it at UC Berkeley, Warner 
enrolled in the university just three years 
after immigrating. An internship at the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
sparked her interest in employment law. She 
enrolled at UC Hastings, where she took an 
employment law seminar, worked at employment law practices 
in the summers, and participated in Moot Court. “That gave me 
the confidence and practical skills to be a lawyer and litigator,” 
she said. 
After graduating in 2001, Warner worked as a labor and 
employment attorney for two law firms and spent six years 
as deputy city attorney in San Francisco. In 2013, she joined 
Electronic Arts, the video game publisher, as senior counsel. 
“I always wanted to be in-house so I could shape policies and 
build infrastructure,” she said.
Today, in addition to continuing her work at Pandora, Warner 
hopes to convey the importance of diversity to additional com-
panies by joining corporate boards. “That’s an area where we 
sadly lack a lot of minorities and women,” she said. “It would 
mean a lot to be able to diversify corporate governance.”
“I always wanted to be In-house so I could shape polIcIes and buIld 
Infrastructure.”
—adelmise warner ’01
( I n  b r i e f  )
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“Now More ThaN ever”
Héctor ruiz ’17 receives fellowship to 
aid lGBt and hiv-positive asylum seekers
héctor ruiz ’17 grew up in el paso, texas, just 
across the border from Juarez, mexico, where his 
parents were born. “i’m a u.s.–born citizen,” ruiz 
said, “but most of my family are immigrants. the 
rights of immigrants and asylum seekers have 
always been of paramount interest to me.” 
ruiz enrolled in uc hastings to gain the 
skills he’d need to be an effective advocate for 
immigrants. “i chose uc hastings because of the 
important work being done by professor karen 
musalo and the center for Gender & refugee 
studies,” he said. “the law school just gave me 
so many opportunities to gain proficiency in this 
area of the law.” one of the most rewarding of 
these opportunities was a semester-long extern-
ship with the united nations high commissioner 
for refugees in washington, d.c., where ruiz 
helped evaluate asylum seekers’ claims.
now, Jd in hand, ruiz is embarking on a 
prestigious fellowship with the immigrant Justice 
corps in new york city. he will spend the next 
two years working with immigration equality, a 
nonprofit organization that assists lGBt and hiv-
positive asylum seekers. “there has always been 
a shortage of resources for asylum seekers,” he 
said. “now more than ever, i believe i have made 
the right decision to pursue this path.”
INcreasINg access To  
geNeTIc TesTINg
KatHy Hibbs ’88 is BreakinG new Ground throuGh her 
work with Biotech leader 23andme
in april, biotech company 23andme won approval from the food 
and drug administration to sell tests that evaluate genetic health 
risks directly to consumers—a first within the industry. the achieve-
ment followed three years of pathbreaking efforts by kathy hibbs 
’88, the dna testing firm’s chief legal and regulatory officer. 
“we’re building precedent,” said hibbs, who led 23andme’s nego-
tiations with the federal agency. “it’s great that our work can speed 
the field forward.” 
hibbs joined mountain view–based 23andme in 2014, six 
months after the fda demanded that the company stop selling 
health-related genetic tests without regulatory approval. her first 
victory came in february 2015, when the fda cleared 23andme 
tests that show whether individuals risk passing certain diseases 
along to their children. 
after graduating from uc hastings, hibbs spent six years in 
private practice, then went on to work in-house at biotech firms for 
more than two decades. “i am motivated by the fact that you can 
improve or maybe even save somebody’s life,” she said.
hibbs hopes that regulatory advances will make dna testing 
more widely available: “Genetics is all about discovery. the more 
people have access to information, the more we’ll be able to learn, 
diagnose, and find treatments.”
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( E n g a g e d  S c h o l a r s h i p  )
Combating Class Cluelessness
→ A new book by Professor Joan C. Williams examines the divide between the 
white working class and the cultural elite
relationship between the cultural elite and the working class. 
But I thought: I don’t care how risky this is. I’m just going to 
say what I have to say; I can’t live with myself if I don’t give it 
my best shot.”
Her article “What So Many People Don’t Get About the U.S. 
Working Class” appeared on the HBR website on Nov. 10 and 
quickly went viral. The post has now been read by more than 
3.2 million people and inspired a firestorm of debate, along with 
Williams’ seventh book, White Working Class: Overcoming Class 
Cluelessness in America. 
The book, released by Harvard Business Review Press in May, 
examines the schism between the white working class—a group 
Williams defines as those with a median household income of 
$75,144, representing the middle 53 percent of families in the 
United States—and the so-called professional managerial elite 
(think people with household incomes in the top 20 percent who 
have at least one college graduate in their family), along with the 
impact that disconnect had on the election. For example, despite 
Hillary Clinton’s glass ceiling–breaking potential to be the first 
female president, Trump actually won among white working- 
class women voters by 28 percentage points.
According to Williams, differences between the two class 
groups stem from disparate value systems when it comes to 
jobs, stability, social and family networks, religion, and higher 
education. She argues that while liberals in the elite push 
for economic changes like paid maternity leave and a higher 
minimum wage (which benefits the poorer classes), the white 
working class is concerned about steady jobs that provide a 
midlevel lifestyle. Williams suggests that more attention needs 
to be paid to creating decent jobs that don’t call for college 
degrees and realizing that “professional-class truths don’t make 
sense in working-class lives.” 
She also urges her elite readers to stop with the name-calling.
“We’re in a situation now where the elites throw fuel on the fire 
most days by condescending to the white working class or call-
ing them all stupid,” Williams said. “People use lame jokes like 
‘trailer trash’ and ‘flyover states’—those are just inappropriate. 
L ike many people on Nov. 8, 2016, Distinguished Professor Joan C. Williams spent election night in a 
state of agitation. 
As the voter results rolled in, making it 
clear that Donald J. Trump would become the 
45th president of the United States, Williams 
made an early exit from a party she was 
attending and ended up at her computer. Her 
Harvard Business Review editor, Sarah Green 
Carmichael, had been asking her to write 
about the divisive presidential election, a 
request Carmichael repeated via email that 
evening—and this time Williams took the 
bait. 
“I sat right down, writing until 1 a.m., 
and finished the post in the morning,” 
recalled Williams, the founding director of 
the UC Hastings Center for WorkLife Law 
and a widely published author. “Class in 
the United States is a very controversial 
thing to talk about, especially in the way I 
was talking about it—that there is a broken 
Professor Joan 
C. Williams’ new 
book tackles the 
controversial topic 
of class conflict in 
the united states.
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“Class in the United states is a very Controversial thing 
to talk aboUt, espeCially in 
the way i was talking aboUt 
it—that there is a broken 
relationship between the 
CUltUral elite and the 
working Class.”
—Professor Joan C. williams
Don’t assume that people who are in the 
working class are not intelligent. Virtually all 
of them had different life chances than you, 
and they deserve your respect.”
Along with her noted scholarship on gender 
and the workplace, Williams has been think-
ing about class issues for years—tackling the 
topic in an academic book called Reshaping 
the Work-Family Debate: Why Men and Class 
Matter that was published in 2010. She cites 
the support she received from Professor 
Shauna Marshall, who was then UC Hastings’ 
academic dean, as being crucial to the devel-
opment of Reshaping the Work-Family Debate.
“UC Hastings has been unbelievably  
supportive of me in ways I can’t even begin  
to count,” Williams said. “I’m incredibly 
grateful; it’s a wonderful community of  
unpretentious, very smart people.”
Williams says the time is right for the liberal 
elite to be proactive about healing class 
divides. 
“I’m asking the cultural elite to change 
its way of thinking. They have been very 
attentive to many aspects of social inequality 
but very inattentive to this one,” she said. 
“It’s disturbing and shocking for people who 
pride themselves on their sensitivity to race, 
gender, and immigrants to hear. I really see 
this as a teachable moment.” 
SCHOLARLY BOOKS
Ben Depoorter (editor), The 
economics of inTellecTual 
ProPerTy (Edward Elgar 2016) 
(with Peter Menell)
Joseph R. Grodin & Michael B. 
Salerno, The california sTaTe 
consTiTuTion (Oxford 2016) (with 
Darien Shanske)
Ugo Mattei (editor), research 
handbook on PoliTical economy 
and law (Edward Elgar 2016) 
(with John Haskell)
NOTABLE ARTICLES AND 
CHAPTERS
Hadar Aviram, The Correctional 
Hunger Games: Understanding 
Realignment in the Context of 
the Great Recession, 664 ann. 
am. acad. Pol. & soc. sci. 260 
(2016)
Alina Ball, Social Enterprise 
Governance, 18 u. Pa. J. bus. l. 
919 (2016)
Kate E. Bloch, Legal 
Indeterminacy in Insanity Cases: 
Clarifying Wrongfulness and 
Applying a Triadic Approach 
to Forensic Evaluations, 67 
hasTings l.J. 913 (2016) (with 
Jeffrey Gould)
Kate E. Bloch, Bridging Rule of 
Law Theory and Implementation: 
The Role of Professional Ethical 
Integrity, 39 hasTings inT’l & 
comP. l. rev. 81 (2016)
Blaine Bookey, Gender-based 
Asylum Post-Matter of A-R-C-G: 
Evolving Standards of the Law, 1 
sw. J. inT’l l. 22 (2016)
Richard A. Boswell, Key 
Definitions and Concepts, in 
navigaTing The fundamenTals of 
immigraTion law (2016)
Abraham Cable, Opportunity-
Cost Conflicts in Corporate Law, 
66 case w. res. l. rev. 51 (2016)
Jo Carrillo, Financial Intimate 
Partner Violence: When Assets 
and Transactions Become 
Weapons, 22:2 domesTic violence 
reP. 17 (2016)
John Crawford, Shining a Light 
on Shadow Money, 69 vand. l. 
rev. en banc 185 (2016)
Ben Depoorter et al., The Moral 
Hazard Effect of Liquidated 
Damages: An Experiment on 
Contract Remedies, 173 J. insT. & 
TheoreTical econ. 84 (2016)
Ben Depoorter et al., The 
Multiplication Effect of Legal 
Insurance, 13 n.y.u. J. l. & bus. 
1 (2016)
John Diamond, Crisis in 
American Criminal Law—
Reflections from a Comparative 
Perspective, 65 arsaequi 254 
(2016)
Scott Dodson, The Gravitational 
Force of Federal Law, 164 u. Pa. 
l. rev. 703 (2016)
Scott Dodson, Joint and Several 
Jurisdiction, 65 duke l.J. 1323 
(2016) (with Phil Pucillo)
Scott Dodson, An Opt-In Option 
for Class Actions, 115 mich. l. 
rev. 171 (2016)
Jared Ellias, Do Activist 
Investors Constrain Managerial 
Moral Hazard in Chapter 11? 
Evidence from Junior Activist 
Investing, 8 J. legal anal. 493 
(2016)
David Faigman, Science and 
Law 101: Bringing Clarity to 
Pardo and Patterson’s Confused 
Conception of the Conceptual 
Confusion in Law and 
Neuroscience, 7 JurisPrudence 
171 (2016)
David Faigman, It Ain’t Brain 
Surgery, But It’s Close, 56 
JurimeTrics J. 197 (2016) 
David Faigman et al., Scientific 
Gatekeeping: Using the 
Structure of Scientific Research 
to Distinguish Between 
Admissibility and Weight in 
Expert Testimony, 110 nw. u. l. 
rev. 859 (2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Patent 
Licensing, Technology Transfer 
and Innovation, 106 am. econ. 
rev. 188 (2016) (with Mark 
Lemley)
Robin C. Feldman, Drug Wars: 
A New Generation of Generic 
Pharmaceutical Delay, 53 harv. 
J. legis. 499 (2016) (with Evan 
Frondorf)
Robin C. Feldman, Regulatory 
Property: The New IP, 40 colum. 
J. l. & arTs 1 (2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Learning 
from Past Mistakes—The US 
Patent System and International 
Trade Agreements, in mega-
regionalism: innovaTion and 
Trade wiThin global neTworks 
(Dieter Ernst ed. 2016)
Robin C. Feldman, The CRISPR 
Revolution: What Editing Human 
DNA Reveals About the Patent 
System’s DNA, 64 ucla l. rev. 
discourse 392 (2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Alice 
Armitage, et al., Startups and 
Unmet Legal Needs, 2016 uTah 
l. rev. 575
Robin C. Feldman et al., Open 
Letter on Ethical Norms in 
Intellectual Property Scholarship, 
29 harv. J. l. & Tech. 1 (2016)
Clark Freshman, Making 
Credibility Determinations: 
The Latest Science of Reading 
Motions and Thoughts Across 
Cultures, Proceedings of The 
naT’l acad. arbiTraTors (2016)
Thomas L. Greaney, Navigating 
Through the Fog of Vertical 
Merger Law: A Guide to 
Counselling Hospital-Physician 
Consolidation Under the Clayton 
Act, 91 u. wash. l. rev. 199 
(2016) (with Douglas Ross)
Keith J. Hand, Translator’s 
Introduction to Liu Songshan, 
1981: Embryonic but Inchoate 
Constitutional Committee 
Designs, 33 ucla Pac. basin l.J. 
73 (2016)
Faculty Publications
→ Highlights of scholarly writings in 2016
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Keith J. Hand, An Assessment 
of Socialist Constitutional 
Supervision Models and 
Prospects for a Constitutional 
Supervision Committee in 
China: The Constitution as 
Commander?, in China’s 
soCialist Rule of law RefoRms 
undeR Xi Jinping 30 (John 
Garrick & Yan Chang Bennett 
eds. 2016)
Geoffrey C. Hazard Jr., 
Developing Civil Procedure 
Rules for European Courts, 100:2 
JudiCatuRe 58 (2016)
Geoffrey C. Hazard Jr., Bar, 
Bench, and Civic Culture, 39 
hastings int’l & Comp. l. Rev. 
267 (2016)
Chimène Keitner, Categorizing 
Acts by State Officials: 
Attribution and Responsibility 
in the Law of Foreign Official 
Immunity, 26 duke J. Comp. & 
int’l l. 451 (2016)
Jaime S. King, The Double-
Edged Sword of Health Care 
Integration: Consolidation and 
Cost Control, 92 ind. l.J. 55 
(2016) (with Erin C. Fuse Brown)
Jaime King, Whole-Genome 
Screening of Newborns? The 
Constitutional Boundaries 
of State Newborn Screening 
Programs, 137 pediatRiCs supp. 
1, s8-s16 (2016) (with Monica 
Smith)
Evan Tsen Lee, Mathis v. U.S. 
and the Future of the Categorical 
Approach, 101 minn. l. Rev. 
headnotes 263 (2016)
Rory K. Little, Annual Review 
of the Supreme Court’s Term, 
Criminal Cases, in the state of 
CRiminal JustiCe 2015 (2016)
Rory K. Little, Cross-Cultural 
Challenges, Consensus, and 
Opportunities for Advancing the 
Professional Ethical Integrity 
of Legal System Actors, 39 
hastings int’l & Comp. l. Rev. 
95 (2016)
Richard L. Marcus, Modest 
Procedural Reform Advances 
in the U.S., 20 ZeitsChRift fuR 
ZivilpRoZess inteRnational 291 
(2016)
Richard L. Marcus, Bending 
in the Breeze: American Class 
Actions in the Twenty-First 
Century, 65 depaul l. Rev. 497 
(2016)
Richard L. Marcus, A Genuine 
Civil Justice Crisis?, in Xvth 
inteRnational assoCiation of 
pRoCeduRal law woRld CongRess 
(2016)
Setsuo Miyazawa, Glass Ceiling 
for Female Professionals, 
Executives, and Managerial 
Employees in Japan: Introduction 
to the Symposium Issue, 39 
hastings int’l & Comp. l. Rev. 
389 (2016)
Karen Musalo et al., Health 
Impact of Human Rights 
Testimony: Harming the Most 
Vulnerable?, 1:1 BmJ gloB. 
health 1 (2016)
Dave Owen, Regional Federal 
Administration, 63 uCla l. Rev. 
58 (2016)
Dave Owen, After the TMDLs, 
17 vt. J. envtl. l. 845 (2016) 
(symposium)
Dave Owen, The Law of 
Environmental Planning, 
in deCision making and 
enviRonmental law (Lee 
Paddock & Robert Glicksman 
eds. 2016)
FestschriFt honors ProFessor 
Miyazawa’s achieveMents 
In May, on the occasion of his 70th birthday, Professor Setsuo 
Miyazawa was honored with the publication of The Legal 
Process in Contemporary Japan (Shinzansha), a two-volume 
Festschrift. Seventy-one scholars and lawyers contributed to 
the work, including 18 contributors from outside Japan. 
Reflecting Miyazawa’s expansive research interests, the 
Festschrift contains papers on legislative, administrative, and 
judicial processes; legal education and the legal profession;  
courts and judges; legal transformation and social movements; 
disaster and law; theories and perspectives; and Miyazawa’s 
contribution to East Asian socio-legal studies. 
Miyazawa has published 18 books and more than 200 
journal articles in both Japanese and English. He received the 
Distinguished Book Award from the Division of International 
Criminology of the American Society of Criminology and the 
International Scholarship Prize from the Law and Society 
Association. He is currently the president of the Asian Law and 
Society Association. 
Some 80 guests attended the publication party in Tokyo. 
They included two former Supreme Court justices and three 
former presidents of the Daini Tokyo Bar Association, which 
recently signed an exchange agreement with UC Hastings.
“I am most grateful to the four former students who edited 
the Festschrift, and I want to express my appreciation for my 
mentors, colleagues, and friends,” Miyazawa said, adding that 
he looks forward to pursuing scholarly and social activities for 
years to come, particularly at UC Hastings.
Professor Setsuo Miyazawa 
at the publication party for 
his Festschrift.
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Ascanio Piomelli, Rebellious 
Heroes, 23 CliniCal l. Rev. 283 
(2016)
Zachary Price, Law Enforcement 
as Political Question, 91 notRe 
Dame l. Rev. 1571 (2016)
Zachary Price, Seeking 
Baselines for Negative 
Authority: Constitutional and 
Rule-of-Law Arguments Over 
Nonenforcement and Waiver, 8 J. 
legal anal. 235 (2016)
Radhika Rao, Informed 
Consent, Body Property, and 
Self-Sovereignty, 44 J.l. meD. & 
ethiCs 437 (2016)
Morris A. Ratner, Judicial 
Ethical Integrity: Challenges and 
Solutions, 39 hastings int’l & 
Comp. l. Rev. 149 (2016)
Dorit Rubinstein Reiss, First Do 
No Harm: Protecting Patients 
Through Immunizing Health 
Care Workers, 26 health matRix 
363 (2016) (with Rene F. Najera)
Naomi Roht-Arriaza, Foreign 
Aid and Development 
Outcomes: Is the U.S. Lagging 
on Environmental, Social and 
Human Rights Concerns?, in 
DeCembeR e-inteRnational 
Relations (2016) (with Alexandra 
Avram)
Naomi Roht-Arriaza, La 
dimensión económica, aspect 
tardío de la justicia transicional, 
in el negoCio Del teRRoRismo 
De estaDo: los CómpliCes 
eConómiCos De la DiCtaDuRa 
uRuguaya (Joan Pablo ed. 2016)
Michael B. Salerno, Book 
Review, theoRy & pRaC. legis. 
(2016)
Reuel Schiller, Book Review, 81 
J. so. hist. 242 (2016)
Reuel Schiller, The Historical 
Origins of American 
Regulatory Exceptionalism, in 
CompaRative law & Regulation: 
unDeRstanDing the global 
RegulatoRy pRoCess (Francesca 
Bignami & David Zaring eds. 
2016)
Jodi Short et al., Monitoring 
Global Supply Chains, 37 
stRategiC mgmt. J. 1878 (2016)
Jodi Short, The Integrity 
of Third-Party Compliance 
Monitoring, 42 aDmin. & Reg. l. 
news 22 (2016) (with Michael W. 
Toffel)
Jodi Short, Going Private: 
Transplanting Law in 
a Globalized World, in 
CompaRative law & Regulation: 
unDeRstanDing the global 
RegulatoRy pRoCess (Francesca 
Bignami & David Zaring eds. 
2016)
Shanin Specter et al., How Not 
to Manage a Common Benefit 
Fund: Allocating Attorneys’ Fees 
in Vioxx Litigation, in  
9 DRexel l. Rev. 1 (2016)
David Takacs, South Africa 
and the Human Right to Water: 
Equity, Ecology and the Public 
Trust Doctrine, 34 beRkeley J. 
int’l l. 56 (2016)
David Takacs, Flexible Land 
Conservation in Uncertain 
Times, in ContempoRaRy issues 
in Climate Change law & poliCy: 
essays inspiReD by the ipCC 
(Robin Kundis Craig & Stephen 
R. Miller eds. 2016) (with Jessica 
Owley)
Manoj Viswanathan, The 
Hidden Costs of Cliff Effects in 
the Internal Revenue Code, 164 
u. pa. l. Rev. 931 (2016) 
D. Kelly Weisberg, In Harm’s 
Way: The Evolving Role of 
Domestic Violence in the 
Best Interests Analysis, in 
implementing aRtiCle 3 of the 
uniteD nations Convention on 
the Rights of the ChilD—best 
inteRests, welfaRe anD well-
being (Elaine E. Sutherland & 
Lesley-Anne Barnes Macfarlane 
eds. 2016)
D. Kelly Weisberg, New Federal 
Recommendations Target 
Gender Bias in Police Response 
to DV, 21:3 DomestiC violenCe 
Rep. 33 (2016)
D. Kelly Weisberg, Risk 
Assessment in Context, 21:5 
DomestiC violenCe Rep. 69 (2016), 
reprinted in 9 fam. & intimate 
paRtneR violenCe Q. 13 (2016)
D. Kelly Weisberg, Property 
Damage in the Domestic 
Violence Context, 22:2 DomestiC 
violenCe Rep. 17 (2016)
Joan C. Williams et al., Beyond 
Work-Life “Integration,” 67 ann. 
Rev. psyChol. 515 (2016)
Joan C. Williams et al., Tools for 
Change: Boosting the Retention 
of Women in the STEM Pipeline, 
6 J. Res. genDeR stuD. 11 (2016)
Frank H. Wu, The End(s) of Legal 
Education, 66 J. legal eDuC. 18 
(2016)
Frank H. Wu, Are Asian 
Americans Now White?, 23 asian 
am. 201 (2016)
TREATISES AND CASEBOOKS
Richard A. Boswell, essentials 
of immigRation law (4th ed. 2016)
Jo Carillo, Cases anD mateRials 
on the CalifoRnia Community 
pRopeRty law: maRRiage, 
pRopeRty, CoDe (11th ed. 2016)
John Diamond, Cases anD 
mateRials on toRts (3d ed. 2016)
David Faigman et al., moDeRn 
sCientifiC eviDenCe: the law 
anD sCienCe of expeRt testimony 
vols. 1-5 (ed. 2015-16)
Mary Kay Kane et al., wRight 
& milleR’s feDeRal pRaCtiCe 
& pRoCeDuRe (4th ed. 2016) 
(Volumes 10A and 10B)
Mary Kay Kane, wRight & kane’s 
the law of feDeRal CouRts (8th 
ed. 2016)
Chimène Keitner, inteRnational 
law fRamewoRks (4th ed. 2016) 
(with David Bederman)
Charles Knapp & H.G. Prince, 
pRoblems in ContRaCt law: Cases 
anD mateRials (8th ed. 2016) 
(with Nathan Crystal)
David Levine & David J. Jung, 
RemeDies: publiC anD pRivate (6th 
ed. 2016) (with Tracy Thomas)
David Levine, QuiCk Review: 
CalifoRnia Civil pRoCeDuRe 
(3d ed. 2016) (with Rochelle J. 
Shapell)
David Levine, Civil pRoCeDuRe in 
CalifoRnia (2016)
David Levine et al., o’ConnoR’s 
CalifoRnia pRaCtiCe: Civil 
pRetRial (2016)
Richard L. Marcus et al., wRight 
& milleR’s feDeRal pRaCtiCe & 
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Procedure (2016 supplements)
Richard L. Marcus, Gilbert’s 
civil Procedure (2016 supple-
ment) (with Tom Rowe)
Leo Martinez et al., New 
APPlemAN iNsurANce lAw ANd 
PrActice Guide (2016)
Robert L. Schwartz et al., 
bioethics ANd lAw iN A Nutshell 
(2d ed. 2016)
Stephen Schwarz, FuNdAmeNtAls 
oF corPorAte tAxAtioN (9th ed. 
2016) (with Daniel J. Lathrope)
Stephen Schwarz et al., 
FuNdAmeNtAls oF PArtNershiP 
tAxAtioN (10th ed. 2016)
D. Kelly Weisberg, moderN 
FAmily lAw: cAses ANd mAteriAls 
(6th ed. 2016) (with Susan F. 
Appleton)
Joan C. Williams et al., FAmily 
resPoNsibilities discrimiNAtioN 
(2016 supplement)
TESTIMONY, WHITE PAPERS, 
REPORTS, OP-EDS, AND 
AMICUS BRIEFS
John Crawford, Report, 
Memorandum on the Asset 
Management Industry (Volcker 
Alliance 2016)
Robin C. Feldman & Alice 
Armitage, Amicus Brief, SCA 
Hygiene Prods. Aktiebolag 
v. First Quality Baby Prods., 
LLC (S. Ct. 2016) (with Drew 
Amerson)
Robin C. Feldman, Op-Ed, 
Fixing the generic regulatory 
process, 122:126 dAily JourNAl 7 
(June 30, 2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Testimony to 
the U.S. Department of Justice 
on Proposed IP Licensing 
Guidelines, Exceptions to the 
Rule: Considering the Impact 
of Non-Practicing Entities 
and Cooperative Regulatory 
Processes in the Update to 
the Antitrust Guidelines for 
the Licensing of Intellectual 
Property, reprinted in 2 J. 
ANtitrust, ucl, & PrivAcy 
sectioN st. b. cAl. 49 (Fall 2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Testimony 
Before the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office on the Topic of 
Patent Subject Matter Eligibility 
(2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Testimony 
Before the U.S. House of 
Representatives Judiciary 
Committee on the Empirical 
Evidence of Patent Assertion in 
the Context of the Innovation Act 
(H.R. 9) (2016)
Robin C. Feldman, Testimony 
Before the U.S. Senate Judiciary 
Committee on the Antitrust 
Competition Policy and 
Consumer Rights in the Context 
of the CREATES Act (2016)
Robin C. Feldman & Alice 
Armitage, White Paper, The Role 
of Catalysts in Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystems (Kauffman 
Foundation 2016)
Jaime S. King, Letter to 
California Department of 
Insurance Regarding Proposed 
Acquisition of Health Net Life 
Insurance Company by Centene 
Corporation (2016)
Jaime S. King, White Paper, How 
(and Why) to Address Health 
Care Prices & Competition 
Through Private Antitrust 
Enforcement (Grove Foundation 
2016) (with Anne Marie Helm)
Jeffrey A. Lefstin, Amicus 
Brief, Sequenom v. Ariosa 
Diagnostics, Inc. (S. Ct. 2016) 
(with Peter Menell)
Evan Tsen Lee, Op-Ed, “Just 
the facts” may not be enough, 
122:127 dAily J. 6 (July 1, 2016)
David Levine, Op-Ed, Some 
Problems with Calexit, 12:2 
iNtersectioNs (Dec. 15, 2016)
Karen Musalo et al., Report of 
the Department of Homeland 
Security Advisory Committee on 
Family Residential Centers (2016)
David Owen et al., White Paper, 
Designing Effective Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies; 
Criteria for Evaluation of Local 
Governance Options (2016)
David Owen, Amicus Brief, 
Mineral Cnty. v. Walker R. 
Irrigation Dist. (9th Cir. 2016) 
(with Richard M. Frank)
Zachary S. Price, Op-Ed, Could 
the Trump Administration Entrap 
Dreamers?, wAsh. Post (Nov. 24, 
2016)
 
Zachary S. Price, Op-Ed, Federal 
Policy and Due Process, dAily J. 
(Sept. 12, 2016)
Manoj Viswanathan, Letter to 
the Editor, How We Tax, New 
yorker (Apr. 25, 2016)
Joan C. Williams et al., Report, 
Climate Control: Gender and 
Racial Bias in Engineering? 
(2016)
Joan C. Williams, Op-Ed, What 
So Many People Don’t Get About 
the U.S. Working Class, hArv. 
bus. rev. oNliNe (2016)
Joan C. Williams et al., Op-Ed, 
Lessons in Avoiding Caregiver 
Discrimination Claims, lAw360 
(2016)
Joan C. Williams, Op-Ed, Uber 
and Other Tech Companies 
Could Make Simple Changes 
to Avoid Driving Away Their 
Female Engineers, hArv. bus. 
rev. oNliNe (2017) (with Marina 
Multhaup)
Joan C. Williams, Op-Ed, 
Caregiver Discrimination 
Lawsuits Increased 269% in the 
Last Decade, time oNliNe (2016) 
(with Cynthia Thomas Calvert)
Richard A. Zitrin, Op-Ed, The 
Moral Compass: Persky’s Move: 
A Reaction to the Reactionary, 
the recorder (Sept. 1, 2016)
Richard A. Zitrin, Op-Ed, The 
Moral Compass: The State Bar’s 
Disciplinary System Is Broken, 
the recorder (May 12, 2016)
Richard A. Zitrin, Op-Ed, The 
Moral Compass: The Bar Flunks 
Its History Test, the recorder 
(Apr. 29, 2016)
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David Faigman gets an  
assist from Lady Justice  
in  the expansion of  
UC Hastings’ campus into  
a “graduate village.”
( L eader sh i p  )
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uC Hastings
David Faigman, the law school’s 
21st Chancellor & Dean, is  
overseeing an unprecedented 
campus transformation. 
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→ David Faigman’s 30 years 
at UC Hastings provide the 
foundation for his leader-
ship as the law school’s 21st 
Chancellor & Dean. Here, 
the renowned and widely 
published legal scholar 
speaks about his strong ties 
to the school, the challenges 
facing law students today, 
and his vision to establish 
an academic village in the 
heart of San Francisco.
 
Q: You have spent three decades 
at UC Hastings, during which time 
you founded the UCSF/UC Hastings 
Consortium on Law, Science & Health 
Policy; published over 50 articles and 
essays; authored three books; and 
launched a world-class health policy 
master’s program. What’s it like to shift 
into an administrative role—you were 
named interim dean in January 2016 
and Chancellor & Dean in December 
2016—and focus on institutional prog-
ress and achievement? 
I came to UC Hastings in 1987, so I have 
incredible loyalty to the school. I was 
mentored and nourished by the great 
Dean Mary Kay Kane for 13 years. She 
supported my scholarship and helped 
guide me in terms of how I developed 
my career. I was also lucky to experi-
ence the well-regarded 65 Club, which 
brought to UC Hastings the big names 
of legal education who had recently 
retired from places like Yale, Harvard, 
and Minnesota. I feel this great debt to 
UC Hastings and am honored to be a 
member of the community, so when the 
board asked if I would be interested in 
serving as interim dean, I agreed out 
of that loyalty and because I think UC 
Dean Faigman works with 
middle school students at 826 
Valencia Tenderloin Center. 
“I plan to  buIld many 
opportunItIes 
to engage 
wIth students 
Into my  
calendar. 
they are  
the reason  
I am In thIs  
busIness! theIr 
enthusIasm Is 
energIzIng.”
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Hastings has huge opportunity in the 
future. Every day is a challenge, both 
in terms of responding to the changes 
confronting the law school and laying 
the groundwork for the school’s future.
Q: What is your plan for engaging with 
students and collaborating with faculty?
I plan to build many opportunities to 
engage with students into my regular 
calendar. They are the reason I am 
in this business! Their enthusiasm is 
energizing. This past semester I had a 
“dean’s lunch hour” a couple of times 
a month, in which I hung out in the 
Law Café with some healthy (and some 
not-so-healthy) snacks and talked with 
students who stopped by. I also plan to 
be as available as I can be when stu-
dents want to meet with me, and hold 
regular “town hall” meetings, at which 
I am available to answer any questions 
students might have. As for the faculty, 
I have the great advantage of having 
been with them for 30 years. I have 
great relations with my colleagues, and 
they know that they can stop by, call 
me, or email me any time they want.
Q: How are changes in the legal field 
affecting the offerings at UC Hastings?
The legal field is changing so fast, 
with improving technologies for legal 
research, including artificial intelli-
gence, outsourcing to other states/
countries, and an increasingly inter-
disciplinary aspect to most areas of 
practice. We expect to remain on the 
cutting edge of these developments. UC 
Hastings must prepare our students not 
simply to manage what’s coming, but to 
be the authors of those changes. Being 
in San Francisco, of course, gives us a 
real edge, since our city leads the world 
in innovative ideas. UC Hastings swims 
in this milieu, and we need to continue 
Books By DaviD Faigman 
Modern Scientific Evidence: The Law and Science of Expert 
Testimony (with Cheng, Mnookin, Murphy, Sanders & Slobogin) 
(West Ed., 2016–17) 
Constitutional Fictions: A Unified Theory of Constitutional Facts 
(Oxford, 2008)
Laboratory of Justice: The Supreme Court’s 200-Year Struggle  
to Integrate Science and the Law (Henry Holt & Co., 2004) 
Legal Alchemy: The Use and Misuse of Science in the Law  
(W.H. Freeman, 1999)
Rendering of the 
proposed new 
building at Hyde and 
McAllister streets. 
The new construc-
tion will replace the 
law school’s former 
academic building. 
Professor Jaime S. 
King, left, co-director 
of the UCSF/UC 
Hastings Consortium 
on Law, Science & 
Health Policy, with 
Chancellor & Dean 
Faigman. 
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to be the ones defining the changes 
ahead. 
 
Q: What is the biggest challenge facing 
UC Hastings in the immediate term, and 
how will you address it? 
Ensuring that we best serve our 
students’ professional needs and aspira-
tions. This means providing them with 
an education that will maximize their 
success on whatever state bar exam they 
take and, in addition, preparing them 
to be outstanding legal professionals. 
These two goals do not entirely overlap.
The bar exam is a minimum compe-
tency exam that focuses on memorized 
knowledge of legal doctrine, basic 
analytical skills in issue spotting, and 
writing ability. To be sure, these skills 
are not irrelevant to law practice, but 
they are not the principal consideration 
most people would contemplate when 
hiring a lawyer. Most lawyers special-
ize, and so hiring someone to represent 
you in an employment discrimination 
matter does not typically implicate 
issues involving the doctrinal difference 
between murder and manslaughter 
or the rules of equitable servitudes. 
Also, soft skills, such as oral advocacy, 
interviewing, judgment, responsibility, 
responsiveness, interpersonal skills, and 
so forth are important but not bar tested. 
As a law school, if we do not excel in 
teaching the skills necessary to be a 
practicing lawyer, we are not doing our 
job. But, of course, our graduates must 
be prepared for the state bar, since that 
is a prerequisite to a professional career 
as a lawyer. Because we have hit stum-
bles in bar passage, we’ve recommitted 
to making sure students are prepared to 
pass the basic licensure exam.
 
Q: How will you continue your work with 
JuriLytics, the company you founded, 
which provides a peer review system for 
expert witnesses in litigation?
My experience with JuriLytics has 
been very helpful in my approach to 
the deanship. My role at JuriLytics has 
introduced me to many of the key play-
ers in Silicon Valley leading the legal 
tech revolution. I intend to use these 
resources and connections to benefit 
the school. 
 As for the day-to-day aspects of 
JuriLytics, I am no longer involved and 
do not take a salary from the company. 
Being dean is more than a full-time 
job. However, my name continues to be 
associated with the company, and I am 
very proud of the work it is doing. The 
idea for JuriLytics came from an article 
I wrote for a symposium at which I was 
invited to speak. So the company is an 
extension of my academic work. If I can 
instill that entrepreneurial spirit into UC 
Hastings and our students, then I think 
the future will be very bright indeed for 
our school.
 
“The LegaL fieLd is  
changing so 
fasT. we musT 
prepare our 
sTudenTs  
noT simpLy To 
manage 
whaT’s  
coming, buT 
To be auThors 
of Those 
changes.”
Judge Richard S. Flier ’71, 
Chancellor & Dean David 
Faigman, and “Mooters”   
Jessica Do ’17 and Doug 
Alvarez ’17. 
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Q: Where would you like to see the law 
school in five years?
I hope to work with the faculty, staff, and 
students to bring the school to a new level 
of prominence over the next five years. 
We have already expanded our degree 
offerings beyond the core JD program. I 
would like to expand our LLM for interna-
tional students further. We just launched 
the Master of Science in Health Policy 
and Law fully online with UCSF, and also 
the Master of Studies in Law, which is a 
one-year degree in law that serves an MD 
or PhD who needs to understand, read, 
and think about processes of law. We 
also want to create a distance education 
platform for the MSL so that students can 
get the degree in their own time.
I’m excited about the opportunity to 
pursue the vision for a “graduate village” 
in the core of San Francisco. It starts with 
our new academic building, slated for 
completion in 2019. Our current academic 
building at Hyde and McAllister will 
get demolished and we’ll build a brand-
new building in its place that will house 
both academic space and 12 stories of 
subsidized student housing, shared with 
UCSF. We will be expanding our stu-
dent population dramatically once that 
building is done. The new buildings put 
us in an incredible position to create and 
expand our cooperation and partnership 
with UCSF and possibly other UC schools, 
and to bring a large student population 
into the Tenderloin/Mid-Market area. 
I know that this is, ultimately, a long-
term endeavor. But we should see the 
early results in five years or so.
Q: What’s happening with you and Lady 
Justice on the cover of this magazine? 
We’re building UC Hastings together! We 
are committed to the future and dedi-
cated to producing excellent lawyers. But 
what does that really mean? First and 
foremost, it means a continued devotion 
to basic principles of justice. Whatever 
UC Hastings and the rest of the legal 
world look like in the decades ahead, our 
mutual success will continue to be mea-
sured by whether we advance justice for 
those we serve.
“I’m excIted about the 
opportunIty 
to pursue the 
vIsIon for a 
‘graduate 
vIllage’ In the 
core of san 
francIsco. It 
starts wIth 
our new 
academIc 
buIldIng, 
slated for 
completIon In 
2019.”
Former Associate 
Justice of the Supreme 
Court of California 
Marvin Baxter ’66 
and his wife, Jane; 
Chancellor & Dean David 
Faigman; Josephine 
and UC Hastings Board 
Chair Emeritus James 
Mahoney ’66.
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“In thIs tIme of trans-
formatIon, 
these legal 
vIsIonarIes 
ensure 
that law 
and polIcy 
reflect not 
only our 
needs and 
desIres—but 
also the 
well-beIng 
of our com-
munItIes.”
—Professor  
Veena Dubal
W e live amidst a whirlwind of change. From exciting technological developments and new business models to existential environmental and political concerns, our world is rapidly transforming. 
Some of this precipitous change has brought ease and efficiency 
to our complex lives—allowing us to rent out our homes, count our 
daily steps, and sift through discovery documents in just a click of 
a button. But some of the impacts have been less desirable. Labor 
arbitrage and the privatization of public goods, for example, have put 
enormous stress on existing institutions and democratic freedoms. 
Whether good or bad, the changes have left us with difficult and 
unanswered questions of governance. 
How should new forms of work be regulated, if at all? Who should 
we welcome past our borders and under what conditions? How do 
we balance privacy and liberty in an age of cyborgs and massive 
data collection? What can we do to preserve biodiversity and clean 
water for the health and safety of future generations? 
UC Hastings alumni, students, and faculty are at the forefront of 
the quest to answer all these critically important legal questions. 
This issue of UC Hastings features some of their incredible, awe- 
inspiring work. In this time of transformation, these legal visionaries 
ensure that law and policy reflect not only our needs and desires—
but also the well-being of our communities. 
Included in these pages are profiles of legal warriors like Zahra 
Billoo ’09, who is a national leader in the fight to protect the civil 
rights of Muslim Americans and who was an energizing speaker  
at the Women’s March on Washington, D.C. We highlight the earth- 
preserving efforts of David Takacs ’08, whose work combines 
public and private governance princi-
ples to preserve biodiversity, and Julia 
Olson ’97, who spearheads the single 
most important challenge to the govern-
ment’s handling of climate change. 
In other features, we emphasize the 
tremendous entrepreneurial spirits of 
Sandra Tuzzo ’00 and Julie Pearl ’87, 
who have leveraged the digital revolution 
to make the law accessible to those in 
need. And we include a profile of David 
Owen ’09, whose career illustrates the 
role of lawyers in both producing and 
regulating the “gig economy.” 
The alumni featured in these pages are 
boldly taking our futures into their hands 
and using the law to reshape how we 
live and experience the world—albeit in 
different and diverse ways. But they all 
have one thing in common: The dynamic 
legal education at UC Hastings gave 
them the tools and the confidence to 
change the world.
law in a Brave
new world
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Members of the UC Hastings community are shaping the legal 
foundation of our rapidly changing society.  By Pro fe s s o r Veena D U Bal
[ BuilDing the fuTure ]
Cyborgs walk among us. Not in our science fiction imagina­tions, but now, in 2017. They’re the college kid with a visible cochlear implant on each side of his head, the vice president with a pace­
maker pulsing in his chest, and the swim instructor whose bikini 
makes no effort to conceal her waterproof insulin pump. Then, there 
are the millions of us that a recent Brookings article dubbed “juve­
nile cyborgs,” our fitness trackers and phones used so often that they 
might as well be surgically attached.
“Cyborgs aren’t just a futuristic issue. There are definitely com­
ponents of cyborg life going on right now,” said Jill Bronfman,  
an affiliate scholar with the Privacy and Technology Project at  
UC Hastings’ Institute for Innovation Law.
“These innovations challenge us to think differently about legal 
rights,” said Professor Robin Feldman, director of the Institute 
for Innovation Law. They present “a wonderful combination of both 
technical and soaring theoretical questions,” she told a recent meet­
ing of the National Academy of Sciences.  
Age of Enhancement 
The legal issues surrounding the technological enhancement of our 
bodies “blend a lot of interesting areas of the law,” Bronfman said. 
For starters, there are the privacy regulations of the 1996 Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and there are patent 
law and technology law.
“It’s very interesting to think of people containing licenses,” 
Bronfman mused.
One of the first questions that comes with any new technology 
that has the power to collect information about the user—whether 
it’s a smart refrigerator or an artificial cornea—is whether companies 
I, Robot
Scholars are taking notice of the ineffable tide of “cyborgization”—
and are virtually salivating over all the fascinating legal questions 
that arise when humans and technology meld.
and the government can access the data 
that the technology collects.
But to Feldman, that question 
addresses just a fragment of the per­
spective shift happening as technology 
advances.
“Consider not just questions about 
information transmission, but broader 
questions about the changing boundar­
ies between the individual and society,” 
Feldman said. “There are implications for 
information, ownership, access, control, 
and liability—just to name a few.”
The increasingly permeable boundary 
between society and the individual is 
an area to which Feldman has already 
dedicated considerable thought. In a 
2011 Stanford Law Review article, she 
examined the question of property rights 
over cells from an individual’s body, such 
as the now­famous case of Henrietta 
Lacks (the subject of a 2010 best­seller 
and recent HBO film), an impoverished 
black woman whose cultured cells made 
many fields of modern medicine possible. 
When the law gives people ownership 
over something that originated inside 
another person’s body, that’s blurring 
the line between the person and society. 
“Cyborgization” could be seen as the 
[ Building the FutuRe ]
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“consider not just 
questions 
about 
infor-
mation 
transmis-
sion, but 
broader 
questions 
about the 
changing 
boundaries 
between 
individuals 
and 
society.”
— Professor  
robin feldman
same thing in reverse: When people 
allow technology to be installed inside 
their bodies, the line between the indi-
vidual and society is also blurred.
We generally think of a cyborg as a 
human enhanced by machinery; in classic 
works of science fiction, cyborg parts are 
made of steel. But what if scientists create 
implantable enhancements made of cells? 
Such innovation is already happening: 
A Boston company called HepaLife 
is developing an artificial liver using 
patented stem cells. It’s easy to imagine 
such implants or infusions melding with 
our own tissue and becoming indistin-
guishable from ourselves. Feldman has 
addressed the legal questions of this 
hypothetical situation as well.
“When the cells are introduced into 
a human body, does the company 
that created the cells have the right to 
information generated when those cells 
integrate with your body, or to con-
trol your use or sale of the cells? If the 
development of the product is funded by 
the government—and much scientific 
research is—does the government have 
rights?” Feldman asked in a 2014 address 
published in the International Journal of 
Cultural Property.
The imagined story arc of cyborgiza-
tion has always been that people with 
disabilities will become cyborgs in order 
to catch up to the abilities of nondis-
abled people first; and next, people will 
cyborgize themselves to attain super-
human abilities, such as adding an eye 
lens that enhances visual acuity to the 
level of an eagle’s, leg implants that triple 
running speed, or a tiny hard drive in 
the brain that permanently records every 
experience.
But given our history with technol-
ogy so far, will people ever voluntarily 
sign up for this ultimate intimacy with 
machines? Think of the sometimes- 
surprising amount of information 
companies are legally allowed to collect 
about us and the limitations that license 
agreements can put on our use of tech 
products. 
“Imagine a device implanted within you 
along with a shrink-wrap license in which 
you agree that you will or won’t engage in 
certain activities,” Feldman said.
Invasion of Privacy?
Then there is the question of data 
generated by such devices. Congress 
recently moved to allow Internet service 
providers (ISPs) to collect and sell data 
about our online lives. If a cyborg brain 
implant connects to the Internet, can an 
ISP sell the user’s thoughts as well as her 
Web-browsing history? And what about 
the fact that data from wearable tech-
nology has already been used against its 
wearers in courts to prove that they were 
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not where they claimed to be? 
Despite these concerns, both Bronfman 
and Feldman can envision a future where 
people willingly accept such risks to 
personal privacy and liberty in exchange 
for technological enhancements.
Bronfman expects human augmen-
tation to start small, then expand as 
people get used to it. “Radio-frequency 
identification [RFID] tags are something 
we currently have on our pets. When 
my youngest was a baby, I asked the 
pediatrician, ‘Can we implant an RFID 
chip in the kid?’ He laughed,” Bronfman 
recalled. However, she sees that move 
as more of an eventuality than a joke. 
“We’re going to say, this elderly person 
is wandering off; this autistic kid gets 
lost in the woods. We need to do this 
as a matter of life and death,” Bronfman 
posited. “Then people will say, ‘I don’t 
want my nonautistic child to get lost, 
either.’ And eventually we have a whole 
generation of people growing up with 
implantable tags.”
The concept of implanting a chip in 
your child may seem unthinkable to 
today’s parents. But the kids currently 
growing up cleaved to their iPhones may 
have a different perspective when they 
become parents.
“I think it’s a generational divide,” said 
Feldman, who believes that younger peo-
ple’s use of technology as an extension 
of themselves allows them to more easily 
accept the fading boundary between 
the individual and society. “Some people 
think that young people don’t recog-
nize the dangers; they’re just naive. 
Others think young people just analyze 
the trade-offs differently, so they’re 
quite comfortable trading privacy for 
convenience.”
Bronfman points out that “body 
hacking” is already a movement, with 
individuals looking to wearables to make 
themselves not just normal but better 
than normal, and to extend human life. 
She expects the embrace of cyborgiza-
tion to be starkly segmented at first, as it 
has been with new technologies from the 
telephone to the Amazon Echo.
“There will be a movement of people 
who are enthusiastic about the cyborg 
issue, who want to live longer and want 
as many prosthetic body parts as they 
can get,” Bronfman said. “And then 
there are people who will be resistant to 
that, people who put into their advance 
directives: no artificial heart, no artificial 
kidney—that they don’t want any artifi-
cial body parts at all.”
Into which camp will an expert like 
Bronfman fall? Probably the second.
“I have no implantables and no wear-
ables,” she said. “I like to be able to walk 
away from technology if I can.”
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A Legal Approach to Preserving Biodiversity
Our expanding human footprint is pushing ever more aggressively 
into the habitats of threatened and endangered species. The two 
powerful imperatives—managing a burgeoning population and 
stanching the loss of biodiversity—are often at odds with one 
another. What if they could somehow be integrated at least to 
slow down the rate of loss as cities and suburbs expand into the 
countryside? 
What has long been missing from this equation, said Professor 
david takacs ’08, is an understanding of the benefits—financial 
and otherwise—of a healthy and diverse ecosystem before it gets 
paved over. Takacs is a leading figure in researching the legal foun-
dation for determining the value of a healthy environment and what 
are known as ecoservices, which include everything from clean 
water and flood protection to the ways in which diverse species 
of plants and animals are important to the long-term survival of 
humans. His background—he has an undergraduate degree in biol-
ogy and a PhD in the history and philosophy of science, in addition 
to a JD—has been particularly helpful, he said, in identifying the 
spectrum of threats to the environment and assessing the effective-
ness of responses. 
“Science tells us what the implications of our choices will be in 
the future,” he said. “Science gives us the baseline facts about the 
world—how polluted the environment is, which species we’re losing, 
and why that matters. We need to rely on the science to tell the facts 
about the world we are talking about protecting.” 
In the Sacramento Valley, for example, red-hot demand for hous-
ing is leading to expansion into previously undeveloped wetlands, 
swamps, and valuable habitat. To minimize the deleterious impact 
on the ecosystem, Takacs has been working to confront the urgent 
question of how to preserve biodiversity 
in the face of these intensifying pres-
sures on our remaining natural spaces.
Takacs has been meeting with envi-
ronmentalists and biodiversity offset 
brokers in California, Australia, the U.K., 
and South Africa to analyze the effec-
tiveness and potential pitfalls of a new 
form of environmental exchange initiated 
by the state that is intended to balance 
the competing imperatives on both sides. 
In his papers and consultations, he has 
been considering the legal, ethical, and 
scientific bases for applying to biodiver-
sity the market principles that underlie 
carbon offsets, an element of many “cap 
and trade” mechanisms to reduce green-
house gases. In this case, it involves 
literally trading ecological destruction in 
one place for preservation in another. 
A new profession has been created that 
straddles real estate and conservation: 
biodiversity brokers—the middlemen 
who find empty spaces that develop-
ers can leave untouched in exchange 
for filling up other undeveloped areas 
with homes or stores. Takacs has been 
Forces oF Nature 
Professors, alumni, and students are pioneering legal strategies 
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exploring the legal grounding for these 
novel trades. “You are allowed to destroy 
this area of endangered species over 
here,” he said, “as long as you do some-
thing to save those species over there.”
There are three fundamental legal ques-
tions, he said, that need to be answered 
in such trade-offs: These regard space, 
or how far from the destruction the offset 
has to be; time, or when the ecological 
restoration needs to be completed before 
destruction is permitted to occur; and 
equivalence, or negotiating the balance 
between destruction and preservation. 
Such questions may determine the 
success of a promising legal approach 
that helps stakeholders maneuver through 
the thicket of competing interests—and 
ideally slow down the often-unintentional 
species triage as our cities expand and 
the space left for nonhuman species 
shrinks.
Rethinking Water Allocation 
Professor dave Owen has plunged deep 
into California’s water delivery systems, 
which face major challenges after years 
of drought. The systems were built upon 
the seemingly straightforward principle 
of moving water from sparsely popu-
lated wet areas in the north to the Bay 
Area, farms, and thickly populated, dry 
urban areas in the south. 
Of course, as the state’s byzantine 
network of publicly subsidized canals, 
dams, reservoirs, and pumps sends 
the water along its long routes, there’s 
one big question: Who gets to use this 
water? 
Once upon a time, there was a sim-
ple answer: Farmers received about 
80 percent of the water devoted to 
consumptive use, and city dwellers 
about 15 percent. Some water stayed 
in streams, where it provided import-
ant environmental benefits, but those 
in-stream flows were leftovers rather 
than legal allocations. For decades, that 
system has been evolving, with more 
demand for consumptive use and more 
environmental protections. But the 
record-breaking drought from 2011 to 
2016 put unprecedented stresses on the 
state’s water allocation systems and, 
according to Owen, underscored the 
ways in which environmental consid-
erations are still shortchanged in the 
effort to access precious supplies.
“Much of water law in California was 
designed when our goals were to get 
water out of rivers and into fields and 
cities,” Owen said. “And we’re still 
figuring out how to resolve tensions 
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between urban and agricultural users, 
and how to reconcile the tradition of 
promoting consumptive use with our 
commitment to environmental protec-
tion.” The state and federal governments 
have both turned to a variety of legal 
tools to address those dilemmas, but 
their work is far from complete. And 
traditionally, the longest- 
standing water users have received 
a pass. While the California Supreme 
Court affirmed, in 1983, that a legal prin-
ciple called the Public Trust Doctrine 
gives the state legal authority to revisit 
existing water rights, the state rarely 
used that authority. According to Owen, 
California wasn’t “looking at existing 
water rights and saying, ‘You have to cut 
back because your allocation interferes 
with public trust access.’ ” 
In one of his recent research papers, 
Owen proposed approaching these 
dilemmas in a very different way: 
Through water taxation. Owen’s plan 
is outlined in the spring 2017 issue of 
the UC Davis Law Review. The basic 
concept is simple: taxation of water 
consumption would encourage people 
to use less water while also generat-
ing revenue, and the revenue could be 
used to reduce other taxes—perhaps 
on income—or to fund badly needed 
water infrastructure. As Owen acknowl-
edges, the idea is novel and might strike 
some as a little crazy, and the politics 
of implementing it would not be easy. 
Nevertheless, Owen argues, taxing 
water consumption would be quite sen-
sible, both in California and elsewhere. 
“Through my research, I’ve learned that 
change often happens through subtle 
but insistent economic pressures,” 
Owen said. “Water taxation would be 
a way to use those subtle pressures to 
achieve important social goals.” 
Guaranteeing the Public Trust
Julia Olson ’97 is spearheading a 
significant legal challenge to the United 
States government’s role in causing 
and increasing the dangers of climate 
change. Olson represents 21 young 
people between the ages of 9 and 21 
who are suing the government for vio-
lating their constitutional rights to life, 
liberty, and property by not protecting 
their rights to a stable and safe climate. 
Olson argues that the government’s per-
mitting, licensing, and even subsidizing 
carbon dioxide pollution—through fossil 
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fuel emissions—violates the govern-
ment’s public trust responsibilities to 
protect natural resources. Since young 
people and future generations will bear 
the burden of the most severe climatic 
disruptions, Olson also argues that the 
government is discriminating against 
her plaintiffs, most of whom are too 
young to vote. 
 Olson explained that the foundation of 
her plaintiffs’ lawsuit is drawn from con-
stitutional and human rights law more 
than environmental law. “The Public 
Trust Doctrine is at its core a doctrine 
of intergenerational justice,” Olson said 
from her office in Eugene, Ore. “And the 
atmosphere is part of that public trust.” 
 A timeline dating back to before the 
1950s, developed by Olson and her staff, 
clearly shows how the U.S. government, 
despite the fact that its own scientists 
recognized the threat of climate change, 
took actions that caused increases in 
carbon dioxide emissions. Thus far, the 
young plaintiffs have seen only success 
in the courtroom. In 2016, Olson and 
her team prevailed against motions to 
dismiss the case from both the Obama 
administration and three trade asso-
ciations representing the fossil fuel 
industry. 
 Now, the Trump administration is a 
defendant. This switch in legal teams—
resulting from the change in political 
parties in power and the dramatic shift 
in perspective on climate change—has 
caused the current administration’s 
lawyers a significant headache. The 
Obama administration admitted many 
of the significant allegations of the 
youths’ complaint, especially regard-
ing the science and impacts of climate 
change. While the Trump adminis-
tration has not sought to amend those 
positions, Justice Department lawyers 
have yet to produce a single document 
in discovery. 
 The case, expected to be argued at 
trial in November, will consider for the 
first time, as Olson put it, “What are the 
rights of these 21 young people who will 
live well into this century? What does 
our Constitution guarantee to them?” 
Through their complaint, Olson’s plain-
tiffs are asking the court to compel the 
U.S. government to develop and imple-
ment a science-based climate recovery 
plan to return the atmosphere’s carbon 
dioxide level to a safe 350 parts per 
million (ppm). Without the implementa-
tion of such a plan, the government, she 
said, is abrogating its responsibility to 
future generations. 
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 Olson believes her experience at UC 
Hastings was critical in helping her 
realize the powerful potential for law 
to leverage change in the world. She 
retains strong connections: Takacs and 
Owen have sent students to work with 
her and her colleagues, and Chancellor 
& Dean David Faigman, an expert on 
science and the law, is consulting with 
her legal team on the most effective way 
to introduce the scientific evidence of 
climate change into the court.
The Future of Sustainable 
Development
It was an on-the-ground effort to resolve 
the tensions between development and 
environmental protection that inspired 
3l Matthew Olhausen to enroll  
at UC Hastings in 2015. Previously, 
he worked as an aide to Rep. Jared 
Huffman, (D-San Rafael). Based in the 
congressman’s district office, Olhausen 
dealt every day with attempts to syn-
chronize environmental protection with 
infrastructure projects along California’s 
north coast. Now at Pillsbury Winthrop 
Shaw Pittman, he’s hoping to use his 
legal training to bridge what’s often 
seen as a wide divide between private 
real estate developments, urban design, 
and environmental protection.
Working with other students in 
the UC Hastings Environmental Law 
Association, Olhausen has tried to put 
these various elements at the forefront 
of the association’s agenda by bring-
ing in a range of speakers, including 
real estate developers, public officials, 
and lawyers, to address the multiple 
aspects of land-use law. Such laws are 
also critical levers, he said, to address 
climate change—and could include 
such initiatives as more energy-efficient 
building standards and transit-oriented 
development to limit automobiles that 
emit greenhouse gases. California, he 
said, is an ideal place to demonstrate 
that environmental protection can lead 
to innovation and economic growth. 
“There is this idea that environmen-
tal protection is incompatible with 
development,” Olhausen said. “But 
these are not mutually exclusive things. 
California continues to grow despite 
strong environmental protections—and 
we have an opportunity to serve as 
a road map for other communities by 
encouraging development in a more 
environmentally sensitive way. The 
future happens here first.”
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W ith immigration an increasingly polarizing topic in the current political climate, legal experts are challenged to keep pace with—and proactively define—the issue’s legal ramifications. Whether 
the debate of the day is over immigrants’ civil rights or the legal sta-
tus of undocumented immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers, the 
path the U.S. takes to address these matters will shape our country, 
and the world’s view of our country, for years to come. 
Few people know more about what is at stake than Professors 
Karen Musalo, richard Boswell, and Zachary Price, and 
alumna Zahra Billoo ’09, who discussed the focus of their work 
and scholarship in this dynamic field.     
Asylum Seekers and Refugees in the United States
According to the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR), approximately  
65 million people, including more than 21 million refugees and  
3 million asylum seekers, were forcibly displaced across the globe at 
the end of 2015. Approximately 550,000 of these “persons of concern” 
were in the U.S. at that time.
Professor Karen Musalo, director of UC Hastings’ Center for Gender 
& Refugee Studies (CGRS), is intimately familiar with these stag-
gering statistics. The center, which is nationally and internationally 
recognized for its expertise, is engaged in high-level policy advocacy, 
impact litigation, and research on the issue of refugee protection for 
women, children, and LGBTQ individuals. It also plays a key role in 
training attorneys and providing expert consultation in this complex 
area of law. “As the pressures on asylum seekers have increased, 
requests for our assistance have skyrocketed,” Musalo said. 
CGRS has become an invaluable resource for immigration attorneys 
and advocates. In addition to offering lawyer training programs, it 
provides attorneys with country-condition evidence to support asylum 
Breaking 
Down Borders
cases. The center also recently launched 
an initiative to increase resources avail-
able to attorneys representing asylum 
seekers from Central America making 
“fear of gang” claims. According to 
Musalo, these cases—in which indi-
viduals have fled their home countries 
because of persecution by violent street 
gangs—are challenging to establish 
under existing law. The center is currently 
seeking funds for targeted impact litiga-
tion that could create precedent for more 
of these cases to succeed.
Musalo believes that the fight for 
vulnerable populations to stay in the U.S. 
must be waged not just within the judicial 
system but also in the court of public 
opinion. She stresses the importance of 
educating the public and government 
officials about the moral and economic 
implications of immigration policy. 
Through speaking engagements, media 
appearances, and writing, Musalo and 
her colleagues are proactively countering 
false narratives about immigrants. “Let’s 
have policies that are based on facts and 
serve the interests of all Americans,” she 
said. “It’s not in anyone’s interest to whip 
up fear of the ‘other’ by scaring them with 
lies. There’s a lot of economic injustice in 
this country, but let’s confront that issue 
Faculty members and a trailblazing alumna reflect on the future 
of immigration law in the United States and abroad.
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rather than scapegoating immigrants.” 
Despite Musalo’s concerns about the 
administration’s attempted travel ban and 
its emphasis on expedited removal pro-
ceedings and detention of undocumented 
immigrants, she sees positive signs. She is 
comforted by the widespread demonstra-
tions supporting immigrants by a large 
cross section of society. “There are many 
people in the U.S. and globally who are 
committed to taking action to oppose vio-
lations of protections that are due under 
U.S. and international law,” she said.
Learning from International Policies 
While Musalo’s advocacy primarily 
focuses on U.S. law, Professor Richard 
Boswell, an expert in immigration law 
who has published more than 10 books 
on the subject, explores the policies of 
Argentina, Japan, the Philippines, South 
Africa, and Turkey. Based on his research, 
he believes that the U.S. needs to trans-
form its antiquated quota laws into a more 
flexible system that could be adjusted 
based on economic and other factors. 
With the exception of Japan, whose 
migration policies are extremely restric-
tive, the other countries Boswell has 
studied are more accommodating 
than one might expect. For example, 
Argentina, South Africa, and Turkey 
encourage migration for business growth. 
“The U.S. is increasingly less tolerant 
of immigration,” he remarked, noting 
that many countries take in more people 
in proportion to their populations and 
economic capacities than the U.S. does. 
Boswell also fears that the U.S. is closing 
down in other ways, particularly with 
respect to religious and racial exclusion, 
which impacts perceptions of citizenship 
and what makes someone an American. 
 In addition to flexible quotas, Boswell 
stresses the importance of far-reaching 
legalization initiatives, which the U.S. last 
offered in 1986. “We have to think of what 
immigrants bring, not what they take 
away,” he said. “Human capital is one of 
our major resources. Much of our eco-
nomic growth has come during periods 
of large-scale migration because people 
contribute their human capital.”
Constitutional Law and DACA
What happens when the executive branch 
decides not to enforce an existing rule  
or statute? If people then rely on that non- 
enforcement guidance, can the govern-
ment nonetheless turn around and target 
them for enforcement? And how does this 
relate to immigration law?
For Associate Professor Zachary Price, 
whose scholarship focuses on constitu-
tional law and who has contributed to 
a variety of publications, including The 
Washington Post and SCOTUSblog, for-
mer President Barack Obama’s Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) 
program brings these questions into stark 
relief. The program provides work autho-
rization and a reprieve from the threat of 
deportation proceedings to hundreds of 
thousands of immigrants, but requires 
applicants to share sensitive personal 
information about their immigration sta-
tus with the government. 
Although Price hopes that the Trump 
administration won’t seek to deport 
DACA beneficiaries (or “Dreamers”), he 
concedes that the administration has 
legal authority to do so. He has argued, 
however, that targeting DACA beneficia-
ries for removal based on their application 
information could lead to adverse court 
decisions against the government. 
DACA beneficiaries generally remain 
subject to deportation because the 
program was formally only a nonbinding 
exercise of the executive branch’s discre-
tion over immigration enforcement. While 
courts have been reluctant to recognize 
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claims of reliance on such nonbinding 
enforcement guidance, Price believes 
Dreamers would have a strong due pro-
cess claim if the administration uses their 
data against them. “If Trump ever goes 
that route, it will be vigorously contested. 
I think courts would be sympathetic to 
the reliance argument,” he said.  
According to Price, the reliance defense 
goes something like this: “You told me 
that I must give you information about 
myself that would make it easy to prove a 
deportation case against me, for the pur-
pose of getting this benefit you promised 
me. And you told me you wouldn’t use 
that information against me.” The reliance 
argument wouldn’t prevent the govern-
ment from building a deportation case by 
other means, but it would make singling 
out DACA beneficiaries more difficult.
Price warns of the risks when the 
executive branch uses nonenforcement as 
a policy tool in our increasingly partisan 
political landscape: “Executive officials 
can soft-pedal enforcement of rules or 
statutes in various ways. This is not a 
new thing. But if you set these policies 
in high-profile cases in areas of intense 
politicization, there’s a much higher 
chance of a whiplash situation like we 
have with DACA.” 
Mobilization Through Advocacy
Most Americans believe that immigrants’ 
cultural and economic contributions 
make the U.S. a better place. However, 
President Trump’s policies have prompted 
advocates and concerned citizens to take 
steps to protect immigrants and educate 
them about their rights. 
Zahra Billoo ’09, executive director of 
the San Francisco Bay Area chapter of the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations 
(CAIR), is on the front lines of these 
efforts. “I always wanted to work in the 
nonprofit sector. Part of that is my Muslim 
faith and wanting to live the practice of 
serving my community,” Billoo said. “It’s 
also a hyperawareness of my privilege as 
a daughter of immigrants who had access 
to middle-class jobs and were able to 
send their daughter to law school.”
Although Billoo and her team at CAIR 
have traditionally focused on issues 
such as law enforcement harassment, 
employment discrimination, and hate 
crimes, she is preparing to offer immi-
gration services as a bulwark against 
the increased discrimination faced by 
Muslims, particularly in light of the 
administration’s attempted travel bans. “If 
we can naturalize people and assist them 
with their immigration matters, the more 
protections they will have,” Billoo said.
Like Musalo, Billoo is convinced that 
education is more critical today than 
ever. She and her colleagues host “know 
your rights” workshops in local Muslim 
communities and emphasize the impor-
tance of spreading the word. “Some of the 
most rewarding moments are when our 
attendees tell others to call us for legal 
aid,” she said. 
As Billoo spoke at the Women’s March 
in Washington, D.C., in January, she won-
dered how that moment could become 
a lasting movement. “D.C. was covered 
with marchers,” she said. “The following 
week, thousands of protesters showed 
up at airports across the country. Fast-
forward another few weeks, and every 
town hall was packed. That pattern—
which we’ve seen sustained over several 
months into this administration—gives 
me hope.” 
Billoo is eager to capitalize on that 
mobilization to advance CAIR’s agenda: 
“We have the opportunity to advocate 
policies that not only respond to and 
protect us from current threats but also 
anticipate what this administration and 
future administrations might do.”
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T o some degree, lawyers currently do much of the same work they did decades ago: They help their clients solve problems with a range of skills, including research, legal analysis, strategy, and communication. At the 
same time, technological change over the past few decades has 
profoundly impacted the practice of law. It has also presented new 
opportunities to disrupt the legal services market and meaningfully 
address the historically unmet needs of the underrepresented. Yet 
technology has also posed new challenges, including the need to 
secure clients’ confidential information; the overacceleration of the 
legal process; and as many a judge can attest, finding ways to fill the 
numerous obsolete bookshelves in legal chambers. 
Today, legal professionals have 24/7 access to unlimited online 
information. They can sort through vast quantities of legal data—
essentially an entire digital law library—in the palms of their hands 
and store all of their work on cloud software from remote locations. 
They can access past cases, share all of their files and documents 
with colleagues via collaborative software, and use legal calendar-
ing tools to schedule client meetings and court dates. 
Professor Morris Ratner, whose scholarship has focused on tech-
nological change in litigation, notes that eDiscovery, which allows 
lawyers to efficiently sift through massive amounts of documents, 
has become an essential element of legal competency, according 
to the California Bar Association. “Being a competent lawyer today 
means knowing how to properly harness this technology,” he said. 
“Harness” is an apt word, since the future will only bring more 
automation to basic legal tasks, which lawyers will need to oversee. 
The hope is that artificial intelligence solutions will allow attor-
neys to devote more individual attention to their clients and reduce 
prohibitive hourly rates and administrative delays. UC Hastings 
faculty and alumni are at the vanguard of 
this massive shift in legal practice, and 
technology is a core part of preparing 
students for their future profession. 
“UC Hastings offers a range of oppor-
tunities for our students to develop these 
competencies, from doctrinal eDiscovery 
classes, to skills classes like advanced 
legal research, to experiential opportu-
nities in the technology space, including 
our Startup Legal Garage,” Ratner said. 
Training Legal Entrepreneurs
The Startup Legal Garage pairs students 
with supervising attorneys to offer free 
legal advice to early-stage tech compa-
nies. The program caters to students’ 
desire to understand how disruptive 
technology shapes legal issues. Students 
have the opportunity to work with 
companies that push the boundaries 
of technological innovation, from 3-D 
printed aerospace hardware to wear-
able haptic devices and cutting-edge 
gene-splicing techniques. “Our students 
gain invaluable exposure to the demands 
of representing entrepreneurs whose 
[ Building the futuRe ]
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innovative visions will someday change 
the world,” said Startup Legal Garage 
Director Alice Armitage.  
Access to technology also makes 
for a greater pool of clients. Thanks to 
improvements in digital legal services 
and virtual communication, people with 
legal needs who do not have access to 
a local or affordable lawyer can now 
seek those services. Julie Pearl ’87, an 
immigration lawyer who also runs two 
technology services, has created inno-
vative and inexpensive solutions to help 
“Dreamers”—the beneficiaries of former 
President Barack Obama’s Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals program—
file applications. Her firm’s free artificial 
intelligence–based tool (visabot.co) 
employs a conversational bot on the chat 
app Facebook Messenger to help appli-
cants complete the complicated process. 
“Millennials are more comfortable in 
chat mode,” Pearl said, noting that her 
office has also developed secure online 
portals where clients can study graphical 
representations of the 17-step H1B visa 
process and monitor where their applica-
tion is in the cycle “without feeling like 
they need to contact the lawyer.” 
Far from displacing legal minds, auto-
mation like the visabot provides frees up 
lawyers to do higher-level tasks, Pearl 
said. “When you focus on the things 
that machines can do well, attorneys 
still have plenty of work to do in terms of 
reviewing the case and thinking of legal 
strategy,” she said. “There will always 
be a need for the core legal skills of good 
judgment and creativity.”
The consensus among forward- 
thinking lawyers is that technological 
progress will not put lawyers out of work 
but will instead help create a new set of 
careers within the legal field. In addition 
to associates, firms will hire coders and 
engineers to maintain their IT systems, 
websites, and client-facing software. 
As non-client-facing tasks continue 
to become automated, firms will need 
customer satisfaction managers to pay 
concierge-like attention to clients. There 
will also be increased opportunities for 
specialized employees such as eDiscov-
ery experts, IT forensic analysts, and 
social media strategists who can share 
the company’s successes with an unlim-
ited audience. 
The Digital Law Firm 
It’s clear that individual practitioners and 
law firms that learn to embrace techno-
logical transformation will rise to the top. 
Online platforms including LegalZoom 
and Rocket Lawyer meet the consum-
er’s need for subscription pricing and 
rapid, user-friendly services. By taking 
an agile approach and offering these 
features in addition to their personalized 
legal expertise, they demonstrate that 
“When you focus on 
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highly customized services can still be 
affordable. 
For example, Sandro tuzzo ’00 
developed an online service called 
Separate.us, which takes the complex 
process of filing for a divorce and trans-
lates it into simple questions, sort of like 
a TurboTax for marriage dissolution. 
Tuzzo created the service, which starts 
at a $1,000 base level, to help his clients 
avoid expensive legal fees, which can 
range between $10,000 and $30,000 on 
average. 
“When you’re going through a massive 
transition in your life and need to have 
a professional involved, it’s hard when 
you can’t even estimate how much it 
will cost. So we’re offering people an 
opportunity to go as far as they can on 
their own, and maybe they’ll only need 
a lawyer for a specific question instead 
of the whole process,” he said. Tuzzo 
sees many opportunities in the future 
for businesses to similarly automate 
the attorney’s paper workflow. But he is 
concerned that the instantaneous nature 
of apps conditions his clients to expect 
immediate answers and that they are 
growing increasingly impatient with 
legalese. “People get used to being able 
to scroll down really quickly through 
legal disclosures,” he said, “so they want 
things to be expedited more than they 
want them to be thought through. It will 
be interesting to see how the tension 
between needing to know the legal infor-
mation and wanting a quick turnaround 
will play out over the years.” 
Justice donald r. franson ’78, 
of California’s Fifth District Court of 
Appeal, has a similarly cautious view of 
how technology has changed his court-
room. “It is definitely good for attorneys 
and clients, who don’t have to spend all 
day waiting here in Fresno for their hear-
ing,” he said, describing how his court 
now allows telephone appearances. He 
says that some other courts also permit 
the use of digital devices and virtual 
meeting platforms during proceedings, 
and broadcast case arguments on the 
Internet. 
Justice Franson does enjoy the fact 
that all court filings are now electronic 
and that cases can be Shepardized at the 
click of a button. But he says some-
thing has been lost in the tech-induced 
acceleration of legal communication 
and process. “A letter that once took 10 
days to deliver and receive a reply is now 
emailed and responded to in two hours,” 
he said. “We lose the opportunity to 
reflect and get perspective. Sometimes, 
that ends up changing your mind, so 
when everything is moving so fast, you 
have to force yourself to implement that 
old process and pause a little.”
“It wIll be InterestIng 
to see how 
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O n May 1, the short-term rental company Airbnb settled a lawsuit with the city of San Francisco, agreeing to help 
hosts register with the city online and to 
remove invalid listings. For david Owen 
’09, head of policy strategy at Airbnb, 
it was the culmination of a five-year 
journey to help the company make peace 
with its hometown. 
“It’s certainly been a bumpy ride,” 
said Owen, who spent two years as an 
outside lobbyist for Airbnb before joining 
its policy team in 2014. 
That’s par for the course for some-
one tasked with helping the company 
navigate regulatory challenges in cities 
around the world. San Francisco, with its 
acute housing crisis and vocal political 
coalitions, has been ground zero. The 
city officially legalized short-term rentals 
in October 2014, but Owen’s job was far 
from over. He has helped the company 
weather proposals from city officials and 
an unsuccessful ballot initiative that 
sought to restrict short-term rentals. In 
the summer of 2016, Airbnb took the 
fight to the courts, suing the city over 
regulations that would fine the company 
$1,000 a day for every unregistered host. 
A federal court denied Airbnb’s request 
for an injunction last fall and ordered 
the company, along with its competitor 
HomeAway, to enter into mediation with 
the city. The home-rental companies 
Here to Stay
dropped their suits as part of the 
settlement.
“It’s proof that, even in fights that 
feel the most intractable, if you find the 
right venue and folks are committed to 
being collaborative, you can solve every 
problem,” Owen said. “I am hopeful that 
this brings about a measure of stability. 
Watching laws change and being part of 
it from the inception is really cool to see.”
Policy challenges have not been 
limited to the company’s hometown. 
During Owen’s tenure, the firm acqui-
esced to New York City’s decision to fine 
hosts up to $7,500 for illegal short-term 
rentals; contended with the Hawaiian 
governor’s veto of a bill that would have 
allowed Airbnb to collect taxes; and 
failed to secure a deal with the powerful 
Service Employees International Union 
that would have encouraged hosts to 
use unionized house cleaners. Airbnb 
has also had its share of wins, including 
successfully suing Miami over its ban 
of vacation rentals in residential areas 
and ushering in an anti-discrimination 
policy. 
For Owen, the challenge is part of the 
reward. “We are in a new space that is 
constantly evolving, and there’s a lot 
of opportunity for creativity and inno-
vation,” he said. More than 150 million 
people have booked rentals in over 190 
countries through Airbnb, which is esti-
mated to be worth more than $30 billion.
David Owen ’09 is steering Airbnb’s policy as regulatory issues 
surrounding short-term rentals continue to evolve.
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When he enrolled at UC Hastings, 
Owen had already spent more than five 
years working for elected officials after 
graduating from the University of Utah 
with a political science degree in 2000. 
The law school’s location in the heart 
of San Francisco’s political and judi-
cial center helped him stay engaged. 
He worked with a housing nonprofit 
as part of the Community Economic 
Development Clinic and studied negoti-
ation and alternative dispute resolution, 
skills he uses today on a regular basis.
After graduating, Owen spent nearly 
three years running a solo practice 
focused on policy issues before joining 
Platinum Advisors, a San Francisco 
lobbying firm, as partner. Airbnb was 
his first client. Two years later, he joined 
the company as regional head of public 
policy to lead its engagement with state 
and local lawmakers. 
Now, Owen focuses on the big picture, 
identifying trends and finding ways to 
engage productively with governments 
across the country and world. “My job is 
“My job is part legal, 
part policy, 
part  
strategy,  
and part 
crystal 
ball.  
in other 
words, it’s a 
lot of fun.”
part legal, part policy, part strategy, and 
part crystal ball. In other words, it’s a lot 
of fun,” he said.
As Airbnb has expanded and ventured 
into new business areas, Owen’s focus 
has shifted from external strategy to 
internal efforts. He works with teams 
across the company to make sure policy 
implications are considered early on. 
For example, he helped ensure that the 
company’s recent launch of “experi-
ences” guided by local hosts—from bike 
rides in Japan to pasta classes in Italy—
takes into account, or helps shape, local 
regulations.
Despite the challenges his job brings, 
Owen feels he is at the forefront of 
regulatory evolution. “The question of 
‘if’ seems to have given way to ‘how,’ ” 
he said. “Even our fiercest critics at this 
point acknowledge that Airbnb is here to 
stay. As the American job market contin-
ues to shift, with more people turning to 
nontraditional means of earning income, 
we have a terrific opportunity to be at 
the center of that.”
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VISION QUEST
→ New Academic Dean Morris Ratner 
explains his goals of supporting the school 
while exploring opportunities for change
Professor Morris Ratner, recently named the new academic dean, 
is a highly regarded scholar, educator, and mentor. A specialist 
in civil procedure and legal ethics, Ratner has also overseen the 
law school’s expanding concurrent degree offerings and recently 
served as associate dean for academic and professional success. 
Previously, he worked as a litigator on high-profile cases, includ-
ing historic class action lawsuits against Swiss, German, Austrian, 
and French corporations that profited from Nazi atrocities by 
retaining dormant bank accounts of Holocaust victims and using 
slave labor, among other activities. The litigation resulted in  
$8 billion in settlements for victims of Nazi persecution.
Q: What is your vision for the future of UC Hastings?
As a community, we developed a strategic plan in 2011, at a time 
when the forces roiling the legal services market were coming 
into sharp relief. That plan remains a guiding lodestar. It’s a set 
of commitments—for example, to engaged scholarship, skillful 
teaching, and diversity—that are specific enough to highlight 
our core values, yet broad enough to give us room to meet new 
challenges and explore new opportunities. My vision of the role of 
the academic dean is faithful to that plan insofar as it marries our 
values to a willingness to change.
We have to remain nimble by getting out in front of globaliza-
tion, changes in technology, and shifts in expectations of law 
students upon graduation. Our global programs and rich array of 
experiential learning opportunities are examples of our capacity 
to tailor our academic program to changing circumstances.
One of the academic dean’s main func-
tions is to facilitate this kind of innovation, 
to match people within our community to 
each other and to opportunities, and to give 
them resources and encouragement. Another 
primary responsibility is to make sure that 
in looking forward, we keep our feet firmly 
on the ground so that we don’t lose sight of 
the basics. Yes, the legal services market is 
constantly in motion such that, to be effective, 
lawyers need new skills and perspectives. But 
lawyers also still need to be able to communi-
cate well and to research and analyze the law.
Q: What are some of the challenges and 
opportunities that you see on the horizon?
One of the biggest challenges from the stu-
dents’ vantage point is time scarcity. After the 
1L year, when the curriculum is largely set, 
students have only four semesters to com-
plete their legal education. I think we’ve done 
a terrific job creating a rich array of course 
offerings, but for most students, the challenge 
is finding space in their schedules. Frankly, 
it’s a great problem to have, but it means that 
students have to make hard curricular choices.
From a curricular planning vantage point, 
this same issue suggests that we need to pick 
up some of the threads of prior-year efforts to 
offer courses at the right frequency, and with 
the right number of sections, to meet student 
demand. It also means that we have to think 
carefully about how we guide students when 
they make curricular choices and about how 
we grow the curriculum.
“Our faculty is fOrtunate tO include PeOPle whO are great schOlars,  effectiVe administratOrs, and wOnderful and cOmmitted teachers.  
the academic dean’s jOb is tO suPPOrt them in all Of thOse dimensiOns sO  
Our students can be enVelOPed in a Vibrant intellectual and research  
cOmmunity while in law schOOl.”—AcAdemIc deAN mOrrIS rAtNer
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We can assess the quality of our instruction using various 
yardsticks. One important yardstick is, of course, how students 
feel about us as faculty members. We can also do outcomes 
assessment. On that measure, we’re doing well, as indicated by 
our Class of 2016 employment figures; and by the National Law 
Journal’s recent ranking of UC Hastings as No. 29, nationally,  
in terms of the placement of our graduates in top law firms; and 
as No. 23 in terms of the number of our graduates elevated to 
partner status at law firms in 2016.
Q: You became associate dean for academic and professional 
success last year. What were some highlights of this position?
My original charge was to focus primarily on academic support 
programs. What I quickly realized is that to be most effective, 
we have to provide explicit and iterative skills instruction 
using certain pedagogical methods—including individualized 
and formative assessment, active learning, and the cultivation 
of self-reflection or metacognition—across the curriculum. 
Providing this kind of instruction moves us ever further away 
from the Langdellian model of asking students to learn mostly 
by inference via the Socratic method. One highlight of the job 
has been the opportunity to apply these methods in my own 
doctrinal classroom and to watch the “lightbulb going off” 
expressions on my students’ faces. Nothing beats making that 
connection with a student.
Q: You received the Student Choice Award of 
Professor of the Year in 2015 and 2017, and 
the Rutter Award for Teaching Excellence in 
2016. What has this meant to you?
The vast majority of students come to law 
school with the idea that they will devote 
their professional lives to pursuing justice. Of 
course, they also want to make a good and 
honorable living. They take a leap of faith that 
the years of hard work they put into earning 
their degrees—not to mention the expense—
will be rewarded with the opportunity to 
become members of our noble profession. 
They place their trust in us, and I accept that 
trust as a personal responsibility.
So do my colleagues. Our faculty is fortu-
nate to include people who are great scholars, 
effective administrators, and committed 
teachers. The academic dean’s job is to 
support them in all of those dimensions so 
our students can be enveloped in a vibrant 
intellectual and research community while  
in law school, and also can acquire the 
knowledge and skills they need to realize 
their professional ambitions.
2015
John Fitzpatrick opened 
the Law Office of J.D. 
Fitzpatrick in San Francisco. 
/ Riley Moyer has joined 
Riley Safer Holmes & 
Cancila’s San Francisco 
office as an associate 
representing companies 
in labor and employment 
matters, as well as general 
business litigation matters 
including contract claims, 
bodily injury claims, 
product liability claims, and 
consumer protection claims. 
/ Clifton Smoot joined 
the Veen Firm, where his 
practice includes complex 
personal and catastrophic 
injury cases. During 2017, he 
coached a squad of students 
from the UC Hastings 
Trial Team, which swept 
the National Ethics Trial 
Competition in March.
2014
Ben Bartlett emerged 
victorious in the crowded 
contest for Berkeley City 
Council District 3, earning 
57 percent of the vote. His 
campaign advocated for 
environmental sustainability 
and compassionate 
understanding of issues 
facing disadvantaged 
Berkeley residents, such 
as affordable housing. The 
win arrived at an emotional 
time for Ben, following the 
death of his father several 
weeks prior. / Emily Erdman 
joined the San Francisco 
office of Polsinelli as an 
associate. Emily is a labor 
and employment attorney 
who works closely with 
employers to develop 
strategic approaches to 
address complex workplace 
issues. / Jennifer Freeland 
and Jake Wexler were 
married on Oct. 22, 2016, 
at The Terrace Room on 
Oakland’s Lake Merritt. 
In attendance were Stacy 
Boven, Clint Waasted ’04, 
Laura Leath, Jackie Nicora, 
Sonia Jacob, Anna Chang, 
and Jessica Hwang. Jake 
works for RPX as a research 
associate, and Jennifer is an 
academic and professional 
success lecturer at UC 
Hastings. / Aria Ghafari is a 
legislative aide in the office 
of state Sen. Scott Wiener. 
/ Ryan M. Harrison received 
the Rising Star Award from 
California State University, 
Sacramento. The award was 
presented in recognition 
of his work with the State 
Assembly. Ryan is a principal 
consultant for the California 
Senate Rules Committee. 
/ Nairi Siddiqi served on a 
multigenerational panel 
hosted by the Urban Land 
Institute Orange County/
Inland Empire on April 26, 
2017, in Newport Beach. 
Nairi is an associate at 
Stuart Kane. During the 
panel, titled “Women in 
the Workplace: Growing 
in Every Generation,” she 
shared her experience 
working in the real estate 
industry. / Jodie Smith was 
appointed commissioner 
of the Public Ethics 
Commission for the city of 
Oakland. The commission’s 
good governance mission is 
to ensure city government’s 
transparency, fairness, and 
compliance with local ethics 
laws. Its scope includes 
registration, campaign 
finance, and public financing 
in city elections. Jodie’s 
term goes through 2020. 
/ Patrick Veasy recently 
class notes
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joined Downey Brand’s 
environmental law practice, 
where he represents a variety 
of private sector clients in 
environmental compliance 
and enforcement matters 
before state agency hearing 
boards and federal courts. 
2013
Tyler Blackney joined The 
Wine Institute, the main 
trade group for California 
wineries, as director of 
legislative and regulatory 
affairs. / Eli Cohen 
co-founded Cohen Bar 
Review in May 2017. The 
organization provides essay-
writing review services and 
tutoring for the California 
bar exam. / Joshua S. Yellin 
joined HunterMaclean as an 
associate. HunterMaclean 
is a business law firm in 
Georgia with offices in 
Savannah and Brunswick. 
2012
Casey French and Matt 
Zollman married on  
Aug. 27, 2016, in San Diego. 
Taylor French ’17 was the 
maid of honor, and many 
alumni were in attendance. / 
Kelly Matayoshi was elected 
to the board of directors of 
the Barristers Club at the San 
Francisco Bar Association.
 
2011
Torch Sathienmars is an 
associate attorney with 
the San Francisco office 
of Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard 
& Smith. His business 
litigation practice focuses on 
professional liability defense. 
/ Elizabeth Tran received the 
2016 Antitrust Enforcement 
Award from the American 
Antitrust Institute. Elizabeth 
received the award for 
her contribution to In re 
Automotive Parts Antitrust 
Litigation, the benefits 
realized by consumers and 
businesses, and the positive 
development of antitrust 
policy. / Delida Wong is a 
legal counsel at IMG in Hong 
Kong. 
2010 
Rachel Bronstein completed 
her Dutch law degree 
in 2016, becoming both 
a Dutch civil and U.S. 
common law bar-qualified 
attorney. Since 2012, Rachel 
has worked at Houthoff 
Buruma, an independent 
Dutch law firm, where Casey French ’12 and Matt Zollman ’12
WEDDInG PARTy
XiaoXiao Liu ’16 (LLM), with bar admissions in both China 
and New York, is an associate in the corporate law group of 
Rimon P.C. in Palo Alto. She is the founder of “Lawyers’ Stories 
in the U.S.,” a series of interviews published on WeChat that 
attracted more than 30,000 readers. Xiaoxiao married  Ye Tao 
on March 15, 2017, in Redwood City. Professor FRanK H. Wu, 
for whom she was a research assistant at UC Hastings, stood 
in for her father at the wedding. Joshua S. Yellin ’13
From left: 
Xiaoxiao Liu ’16, 
Professor 
Frank H. Wu, 
and Ye Tao.
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her practice area includes 
equity capital markets and 
cross-border corporate 
mergers and acquisitions. 
Rachel and her husband, 
Jelmer, welcomed their 
first child in June 2016. 
/ Jasmine Davaloo, a 
family law attorney, was 
recognized as a Northern 
California Rising Star 
by Super Lawyers for the 
second consecutive year. / 
Meghan Covert Russell and 
her husband, Mike, recently 
welcomed a second son. 
Max joins older brother 
Matthew (age 3). Meghan 
practices in the Northern 
California office of Parker & 
Covert alongside her father 
and uncle. Parker & Covert 
serves K–12 and community 
college districts throughout 
California and was recently 
featured in the Orange 
County Attorney Journal. 
/ Okan Sengun received 
the Bay Area Lawyers 
for Individual Freedom 
Legal Service Award in 
March 2017. The award 
was presented on behalf of 
the Center for Immigrant 
Protection’s LGBT Asylum 
Project. / Joshua Stadtler 
was elected partner at the 
Portland, Oregon, law 
firm of Dunn Carney. Josh 
is a member of the firm’s 
litigation team, and his 
practice includes business, 
commercial, employment, 
insurance coverage, real 
estate, and trust and estate 
litigation. He serves as the 
firm’s pro bono committee 
chair and is treasurer of 
the board for Portland 
Homeless Family Solutions. 
/ Gregory Walsh joined the 
board of directors of the 
Sonoma County Vintners 
organization, the main 
trade group for Sonoma 
County wineries. Gregory 
is a managing partner of 
the Dickenson Peatman & 
Fogarty law firm. / Mimi 
Victoria (Matthews) Zobairi 
signed a multibook deal 
with Pen and Sword Books 
in the United Kingdom. Her 
first nonfiction book will 
be released in 2018 and will 
focus on animals in 18th- 
and 19th-century history. 
Mimi is represented by 
Serendipity Literary Agency, 
New York. 
2009
Elizabeth “Liz” Curtis, a 
former corporate litigator, 
founded an on-demand 
tabletop design service called 
Table + Teaspoon. On  
Nov. 27, 2016, the San 
Francisco Chronicle’s 
Style section covered Liz’s 
new company. / Dino 
Hadzibegovic became a 
partner at Bunsow De Mory 
Smith & Allison, where his 
practice focuses on patent 
portfolio analysis, patent 
enforcement programs, and 
patent infringement cases. 
/ Kayvan Iradjpanah was 
elevated to shareholder at 
Littler Mendelson. Based 
in Los Angeles, Kayvan 
practices all areas of labor 
and employment law, 
working with employers of 
all sizes, ranging from large 
Jasmine Davaloo ’10
CANNABIS COUNSeLOR
ALExAnDRA T. STuppLE ’13 joined D|R Welch Attorneys at 
Law as a partner in the firm’s Sacramento office. Alexandra’s 
practice will focus on state cannabis regulatory compliance.  
Previously, she was an attorney at the California Department 
of Public Health after serving as an attorney with the Bureau 
of Marijuana Control in its Department of Consumer Affairs. 
Dino Hadzibegovic ’09
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corporations to technology 
startups. / Rester John 
Nonato has been promoted 
to the rank of captain in the 
Judge Advocates General 
Office of the Armed Forces 
of the Philippines Reserve 
Command. Rester is a partner 
at Nonato Nonato-Luciano & 
Luciano Law Offices, where 
he practices labor, corporate, 
and investment law in the 
Philippines. 
2008
Joseph M. Azam and his 
wife, Jennifer Pearce, 
welcomed their first baby. 
Joseph is a member of the 
UC Hastings Board of 
Governors. / Duncan Carling 
has gone back to work as a 
deputy trial counsel at the 
State Bar of California after 
taking three years off to be 
a stay-at-home dad. Duncan 
is working in the San 
Francisco office, where he 
handles attorney misconduct 
cases. / Drew Holmes was 
elected to partnership at 
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart 
& Sullivan as of Jan. 1, 
2017. Drew practices in 
San Francisco and lives 
in Lafayette with his wife, 
Annie, and three young 
sons (Charlie, Henry, 
and William). / Jenn 
Luczkowiak, along with 
her husband, Matthew, 
welcomed their third child, 
Sofia Florence, on Jan. 
7, 2016. Jenn is currently 
Prairie State Legal Services’ 
director of development. / 
John J. Roach is a personal 
injury trial lawyer. He 
started his own firm, The 
Law Office of John J. Roach, 
in 2016. He also married in 
2015. 
2007
(reunion year)
Barbara A. Blackburn 
has been promoted to 
shareholder in Littler 
Mendelson’s Sacramento 
firm. Barbara represents 
employers in a broad range of 
employment matters arising 
under federal and state 
law, such as discrimination 
and harassment, unfair 
competition and trade 
secrets, wage and hour, 
and wrongful termination. 
She handles all phases of 
employment litigation, 
including arbitration, 
mediation, and trial. / Matt 
Brady joined Point Digital 
Finance as lead counsel. He 
handles all legal, regulatory, 
and compliance matters. / 
Candace (Bertoldi) DiLeva 
was elevated to partner in 
the labor and employment 
department of the 
international firm Seyfarth 
Shaw. / Joshua Erekson 
has joined Michael Best & 
Friedrich the Transactional 
Practice Group as senior 
counsel in the firm’s Salt 
Lake City office. Joshua 
counsels clients in all 
areas of corporate law, 
including federal and state 
securities law compliance, 
the formation and financing 
of startup businesses, and 
mergers and acquisitions. 
/ Mark Gabel celebrated the 
third anniversary of his 
Kayvan Iradjpanah ’09
DEMOCRATiC DELEGATE
JERoME PANDELL ’08 was elected to serve as a 2016 
Democratic National Convention delegate for former 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton by voters in Contra Costa 
County. A senior associate at Pandell Law Firm in Walnut 
Creek, Jerome has begun his second term on the UC Hastings 
Board of Governors.
Barbara A. Blackburn ’07
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growing San Francisco–
based employee-side 
employment firm, Gabel Law 
Firm. Mark also celebrated 
his second wedding 
anniversary. His wife, Laura, 
also an employment lawyer, 
is associate general counsel 
at the Federal Reserve Bank 
of San Francisco. / Andrew 
Houston assumed the role 
of senior legal counsel at 
the University of California 
Office of the President. /
Jordan Koplowicz joined 
the team at Exygy, a digital 
agency and B corporation 
dedicated to the public good, 
offering web and mobile 
app development. / Robin 
(McCall) Mayer published her 
first book, Alice’s Adventures 
in the Real World: How to 
Get a Job ... and Keep It. The 
book is filled with candid 
and grounded advice on 
surviving in the real world, 
with examples from Robin’s 
legal and broadcast careers. 
/ Sarina Saluja has been 
named a 2017 Rising Star 
by Southern California 
Super Lawyers. Sarina is an 
associate in the Los Angeles 
office of Fisher Phillips, 
concentrating her practice 
on employment litigation 
and client counseling. / Sean 
Tamura-Sato was named 
partner at Minami Tamaki 
law firm on Jan. 1, 2017. 
He has been an attorney in 
the firm’s consumer and 
employee rights group since 
August 2007. / Heidi Shortz 
Walas became a partner 
at Silicon Legal Strategy, 
where she represents Bay 
Area entrepreneurs, tech 
companies, and investors as 
outside general counsel. 
2006
Yelda Bartlett celebrated 
her ninth year as a solo 
practitioner. / Valerie Green 
has been promoted to firm 
partnership at Michael Best 
& Friedrich. Valerie is a 
member of the transactional 
group, providing counsel 
on natural gas, electric, 
renewable energy, and 
related issues. She has a deep 
knowledge of regulatory 
process and precedent in 
administrative litigation, 
audits, investigations, and 
proceedings before the 
Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission and other 
agencies. / Vien Truong 
was named a White House 
Champion of Change for 
Climate Equity for her  
work to end environmental 
racism and empower 
communities of color to join 
in the fight against climate 
change. Vien is the director 
of Green for All, an Oakland 
nonprofit organization 
dedicated to creating an 
inclusive green economy 
strong enough to lift people 
out of poverty.
2005
Alexander Merino lives 
in Santa Monica with his 
wife, Rena, and boys Jake 
and Jordan. The couple is 
expecting a little girl. His 
Century City firm focuses 
on business litigation and 
business law. / Christina 
Helwig received the Spirit of 
Volunteerism Award from 
OneOC, an Orange County 
nonprofit resource center, 
in honor of her work with 
domestic violence victims. 
The award recognized 
Christina’s volunteer efforts 
with Human Options, an 
Irvine nonprofit that has 
counseled and sheltered 
more than 32,000 victims 
of domestic violence. / 
Valerie Green ’06
Susan Swan ’05 with her husband, Ryan Schneider
Heidi Shortz Walas ’07Mark Gabel ’07
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Susan Swan married Ryan 
Schneider, an account 
executive at Siemens 
Industry, on Aug. 6, 2016, at 
St. Elizabeth Seton Catholic 
Church in Carlsbad. The 
reception was held at Lomas 
Santa Fe Country Club in 
Solana Beach. Classmates 
Carolyn (Ortler) Tsai, Dorinda 
Vassigh, Jennifer Chung, 
Rachael Keast, and Elizabeth 
(Miller) Festa attended. 
2004
Elizabeth Duong was elected 
to the board of directors for 
the Association of Corporate 
Counsel, Southern California 
Chapter in the fall of 2016. 
She also celebrated her third 
year as vice president and 
general counsel, business 
and staffing solutions for the 
ACT-1 Group in Torrance 
in the spring of 2017. / Brian 
Malloy was selected by his 
peers for inclusion in The 
Best Lawyers in America 
for 2017 and as a Northern 
California Super Lawyer 
for 2016. Brian works at the 
Brandi Law Firm in San 
Francisco, where he lives 
with his wife, Aimee.
2003
Mark Madnick co-founded 
the boutique law firm 
Kramar Madnick with 
partner Steven D. Kramar 
in Encino. This marks his 
return to private practice 
after working in-house for 
Prospect Medical Holdings. 
/ Minal Tapadia is headed 
to Tampa, Florida, for a 
one-year fellowship in 
adult reconstruction (hip 
and knee replacement). 
Minal graduated from UC 
Irvine’s Orthopedic Surgery 
Residency Program. She 
looks forward to returning 
to California to practice 
and use her law degree to 
advocate for surgeons and 
patients. 
2002
(reunion year)
Naomi Fribourg is excited 
to announce that she finally 
hung out her shingle and 
started her own family law 
practice this year. Naomi is 
handling family law cases 
throughout Los Angeles, 
Orange, North San Diego, 
and Ventura counties. / Kate 
Konschnik has been named 
executive director of the 
Harvard Environmental Law 
Program. Kate is a lecturer 
on law and the founding 
director of Harvard Law 
School’s Environmental 
Policy Initiative. / Ben Salorio 
was appointed chief public 
defender of Imperial County 
on Oct. 14, 2016, by the 
Imperial County Board of 
Supervisors. Ben served as 
a senior public defender for 
almost a decade, handling 
high-profile cases such as 
murders, robberies, sexual 
assaults, three-strikes, 
and insanity trials. / Jason 
Tarasek joined Jennifer 
Thompson and Patrick 
Lee-O’Halloran to form 
Thompson Tarasek Lee-
O’Halloran, a Minneapolis 
construction law firm 
serving clients throughout 
Minnesota, North Dakota, 
and Wisconsin. Jason 
focuses on plaintiff-side 
construction-defect cases, 
helping contractors recover 
full payment for their work 
and assisting sureties on 
construction disputes. 
SAIL OF A LIFETIME
After years of specializing in land use/natural resources law 
at two private firms, JilliaN BlaNChaRD ’99 and laNCE 
PETERSON ’99 took a leave from the law to sail across the 
Pacific Ocean on a 35-foot steel sailboat. Following their 
incredible adventures, Jillian formed a thriving East Bay firm, 
Rudder Law Group, providing expertise in land use and  
environmental law.  
Jason Tarasek ’02
Jillian Blanchard ’99 
and lance Peterson ’99
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2001
Neeraj Bali joined Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise in 
the role of vice president, 
assistant general counsel, 
intellectual property. 
2000
Aaron Cronan and family 
welcomed their second child 
(a little boy) into the world 
in May. Aaron practices 
business, trademark, and 
entertainment law in 
Portland, Oregon, at his 
firm, Cronan Law. He enjoys 
taking old friends out for 
Portland’s famous beer and 
food while they are visiting. 
/ Blake Ilstrup joined Orrick 
as a partner. He is the head 
of Orrick’s technology 
company group in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
1999
Yi-Chin Ho moved her 
Greater China litigation 
and counseling practice to 
Kirkland & Ellis, where she 
is a partner in the white-
collar and investigations 
practice of the firm and 
continues to advise clients 
on cross-border litigation 
and investigation matters, 
splitting her time between 
China and Los Angeles. 
/ Cindy P. Jen has been 
promoted to partner at 
Fragomen Worldwide. Cindy 
has been with Fragomen 
since 2000 and has extensive 
experience advising 
companies of all sizes on 
developing compliant 
immigration programs. 
Cindy is also a lead on the 
EB-5 team in the firm’s 
Northern California practice. 
/ Spencer C. Martinez has 
been elevated to partner 
at Ropers Majeski Kohn 
Bentley. Spencer is based in 
the firm’s San Francisco and 
Las Vegas offices. 
1998
Sarah Weinstein, an 
executive consultant and 
licensed psychotherapist, 
has been named the external 
director for the Stanford Law 
School Wellness Project. She 
also serves as the producer 
and co-host of the project’s 
WellnessCast—a podcast 
about wellness and mental 
health in the legal profession. 
Sarah works directly with 
lawyer and physician clients 
in her private practice in 
Rockridge.
1997
(reunion year)
Khaldoun Baghdadi joined 
the board of directors for the 
Justice & Diversity Center 
of the Bar Association of 
San Francisco. Khaldoun is 
partner at Walkup, Melodia, 
Kelly & Schoenberger and 
serves on the UC Hastings 
Board of Trustees. / Sasha 
M. Cummings accepted an 
appointment at the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit as a circuit 
mediator. Sasha is also 
an adjunct professor at 
University of San Francisco 
School of Law and serves 
on the UC Hastings 
Board of Trustees. / Sonia 
Martin was named one of 
POWER PLAyER
In January 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted the 
cooperative federalism argument briefed by ElIzABEtH 
DorMAN ’98 with Harvey Morris in FERC v. Electric Power 
Supply Association on behalf of the California Public Utilities 
Commission. The opinion is considered by many to be a  
victory for states’ right to select cleaner energy resources 
over fossil fuels for environmental reasons. Spencer C. Martinez ’99
Aaron Cronan ’00
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California’s Top 50 Most 
Powerful Women in Law 
by the National Diversity 
Council. Sonia is a partner 
with Dentons Litigation 
and Dispute Resolution. / 
Scott Morgan was appointed 
general counsel of Splunk, 
the market leader in 
analyzing machine data 
to deliver operational 
intelligence to organizations 
around the world.
1996
Ruth Burdick works at the 
National Labor Relations 
Board in Washington, D.C., 
as deputy assistant general 
counsel in the appellate and 
Supreme Court litigation 
branch. / Thomas “Tom” M. 
Hanson joined McGlinchey 
Stafford’s Dallas office as a 
member and will practice 
within the firm’s commercial 
litigation practice group. 
His practice encompasses 
all aspects of civil litigation 
at the trial and appellate 
levels, including multidistrict 
litigation and alternative 
dispute resolution. / Regina 
J. McClendon is the office 
managing partner of Locke 
Lord’s San Francisco office.
1995
Nicole Bergeron recently 
merged her philanthropy 
advising firm, Bergeron 
Advisors, with VIVA 
Strategy + Consulting in  
San Carlos. Nicole consults 
with foundations, nonprofits, 
and government agencies on 
strategy, communications, 
governance, and grant-
making in Silicon Valley 
and Boulder, Colorado. 
/ Lesley Grossblatt was 
named one of Fast Company 
magazine’s Most Creative 
People in Business for 2017. 
Lesley is the chief operating 
officer and vice president 
of product at the Boardlist, 
an organization working to 
increase gender diversity 
on tech company boards. 
/ The Honorable Lidia S. 
Stiglich has been named 
to the Nevada Supreme 
Court. / Corey E. Taylor is 
enjoying his 12th year as a 
solo practitioner in coastal 
Orange County. When 
not attending his kids’ 
soccer and hockey games, 
overseeing Scout activities, 
spending time with family, 
or exercising, he finds time 
to focus his practice on the 
representation of commercial 
real estate property owners 
in various disputes and 
transactions.
1994
Somnath Raj Chatterjee’s 
appointment to a judgeship 
in the Alameda County 
Superior Court was 
announced on May 22, 2017, 
by Gov. Edmund G. Brown 
Jr. / June Morse Moynihan 
was promoted to executive 
director at the San Antonio 
Bar Association (SABA). 
During her tenure at SABA, 
June set and achieved some 
of the largest fund-raising 
goals in the organization’s 
history, revitalized the 
Foundation Fellows 
Program, reorganized 
the bar’s pro bono project, 
and won a State Bar of 
Texas Star of Achievement 
Award for her Law Week 
programming. / Victor “Jay” 
Perez says hello from New 
Jersey and AT&T’s Legal 
Department. Jay spends 
much of his time working on 
FirstNet, the first nationwide 
wireless broadband network 
dedicated to America’s first 
responders.
1993
Susanne Aronowitz 
has launched a career-
coaching practice focused 
on supporting lawyers in 
their career transitions and 
professional development. 
She helps her clients remove 
obstacles to their career 
satisfaction to become 
happier and more successful 
at work. She recently moved 
to Portland, Oregon, after 
25 years in San Francisco. / 
Kristin “Jenny” Groman is a  
senior staff attorney with 
the Hartford Financial 
Services Group, where she Lesley Grossblatt ’95
Scott Morgan ’97 Victor “Jay” Perez ’94
June Morse Moynihan ’94
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litigates New Mexico tort 
cases. She is happily married 
to John Groman, and they 
are enjoying the beautiful 
scenery of the Southwest 
while raising a 10-year-old 
girl. Kristin is happy to 
report that her two grown 
sons (one of whom famously 
interrupted Professor Stefan 
Reisenfeld’s lecture) are 
in the process of applying 
for law school. / Robert 
Timothy “Tim” Reagan 
wrote his third guide for 
federal judges, Overseas 
Voting: The Uniformed and 
Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act, which was 
published by the Federal 
Judicial Center. Previously, 
the center published Motor 
Voter: The National Voter 
Registration Act (2014) and 
The Help America Vote Act 
(with Marie Leary, 2012). / 
Diane Sovereign is the press 
attaché at the U.S. Embassy 
in Buenos Aires. She and 
her 8-year-old daughter 
were previously in Ottawa, 
Canada, and arrived in 
Buenos Aires in November 
2015; they will stay until fall 
2018. Prior posts include 
U.S. NATO in Brussels; 
Mosul, Iraq; and Beijing and 
Wuhan, China.
1992
(reunion year)
Joseph Creitz received the 
Teacher of the Year award 
from UC Hastings’ Legal 
Writing and Research 
department in April 2007. 
On May 19, 2017, the 
District Court granted final 
approval of the settlement of 
a complex retirement class 
action that Joe had litigated 
in Georgia. The settlement 
restores approximately $5.7 
million to the retirement 
benefits of certain aggrieved 
employees of pharma giant 
UCB. / Chris T. Holland 
formed Holland Law, a 
boutique law firm dedicated 
to providing legal services 
with clear communication, 
a tailored strategy, and 
efficient results. Chris 
created Holland Law to be 
a partner in all aspects of 
business—whether clients 
are at the drawing board 
stage of innovation, already 
in the boardroom during 
funding and expansion, or, if 
needed, in the courtroom. 
1991
Marc Gottschalk joined 
Duane Morris as a partner in 
the San Francisco and Silicon 
Valley offices. Marc joins 
from Sidley Austin, where he 
represented strategic venture 
investors in the technology, 
life sciences, financial 
services, and consumer 
products lifestyle sectors. 
He advises investors as well 
as clean technology and 
emerging growth companies. 
/ Linda Joy Kattwinkel and 
her son Miles Kattwinkel 
Ceralde have been given 
one of three Juror’s Choice 
awards for their artwork now 
on view in the “Summer of 
Love” show at ARC gallery 
in San Francisco. Linda 
is senior counsel at IP 
boutique Owen, Wickersham 
& Erickson, where she 
practices copyright and 
arts law for visual artists. / 
Yvonne Lindgren accepted 
a position as a visiting 
assistant professor of law at 
University of San Francisco 
School of Law beginning fall 
2017. Her most recent article, 
“The Doctor Requirement: 
Griswold, Privacy, and 
At-Home Reproductive 
Care,” is forthcoming in 
Constitutional Commentary. 
She is an assistant professor 
of law at Indiana Tech Law 
School. She lives in the Bay 
Area with her husband, 
Yvonne Lindgren ’91
Artwork celebrating the Summer of Love by Linda Joy Kattwinkel ’91
Marc Gottschalk ’91
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Michael Fahrenkrog, and 
their three daughters. 
1990
William “Bruce” Davis, an 
associate professor of legal 
studies at the University 
of Cincinnati Clermont 
College, recently had his 
book, Fundamentals of Ohio 
Real Estate Law, published 
by Carolina Academic Press. 
/ Gary Franklin became 
the president-elect of the 
Vermont Bar Association, 
a one-year position before 
assuming the presidency 
in September 2018. Gary is 
a shareholder at Primmer 
Piper Eggleston & Cramer 
in Burlington, Vermont. 
/ Laura Mousa-Ajlouny 
joined the firm of Habbas, 
Nasseri & Associates in San 
Jose, where she continues to 
practice personal injury law. 
Laura recently celebrated 
her son’s graduation from 
college and her 28th wedding 
anniversary. / Peter Richman 
has been promoted to 
assistant director of the 
Mergers III Division, Federal 
Trade Commission. For 
the past 10 years, Peter has 
been the deputy assistant 
director of Mergers III, 
supervising investigations 
and litigation teams in 
energy and other industries, 
including computer 
software, building materials, 
and retail products. Peter 
is a longtime member of 
Mergers III, having joined 
the shop directly out of law 
school. / Jason C. Schaffer 
celebrated his 20th year as a 
senior judicial staff attorney 
on the California Supreme 
Court’s Civil Central Staff. / 
Adam Warshaw runs a solo 
practice in Burbank, where 
he specializes in real estate 
and construction. Adam also 
does stand-up comedy and 
recently performed at the 
Burbank Comedy Festival. 
1989
Susan Duncan-Lee of 
Tiburon was elected 
chairperson of the California 
Law Revision Commission 
for 2016–17.
1988
David Cowan was appointed 
in January to serve as 
supervising judge of 
the Probate and Mental 
Health Departments of 
the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court. / Timothy 
Freudenberger was named 
the Best Lawyers Class 
Action Defense “Lawyer of 
the Year” in Orange County. 
Timothy is the founding 
partner of Carothers DiSante 
& Freudenberger. / Mary Jo 
Quinn received the Lifetime 
Excellence Award from her 
alma mater, University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, on 
May 21, 2016. The award 
honors alumni who have 
demonstrated longtime and 
successful commitment 
to their careers and 
communities. / William “Bill” 
R. Warne has been named 
chairman at Downey Brand, 
a prominent law firm with 
five offices in Northern 
California and Nevada. 
William “Bill” R. Warne ’88
A CAREER OF ExEMPLARY SERVICE
Colonel CLAeS H. LeWenHAuPT ’89, Staff Judge Advocate 
for the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command, retired 
from the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps after 
more than 27 years of service. A descendant of Serranus 
Hastings, who founded UC Hastings in 1878, Claes is a lifetime 
member of the law school’s board of directors. At his retire-
ment ceremony, he was awarded the Legion of Merit, one of 
many honors he has received throughout his illustrious career.Jason C. Schaffer ’90
Joanne and Claes 
Lewenhaupt  ’89
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As chair, Bill will focus on 
client development and 
community involvement 
while also serving as a 
member of Downey Brand’s 
Executive Committee. 
1987
(reunion year)
Steve Elie was presented 
with the inaugural 
WaterNow Alliance Impact 
Award for his leadership 
in spearheading the 
negotiation of a non-
litigation resolution of 
long-standing groundwater 
contamination in Ontario, 
California. He continues 
to be a partner at Musick, 
Peeler & Garrett, where 
he started working right 
after UC Hastings. He is 
also an elected director 
at IEUA in Chino. / Lane 
Finch Jr. was appointed 
vice chair of Defense 
Research Institute’s (DRI) 
American Law Institute 
Insurance Task Force. DRI 
is the leading organization 
of defense attorneys and 
in-house counsel. Lane has 
handled insurance coverage 
claims for almost 30 years. / 
William “Bill” Veatch became 
a banking and finance 
partner at Reed Smith 
on June 5, 2017. / Donald 
Wagner, mayor of the city 
of Irvine, joined Best Best & 
Krieger as of counsel in the 
firm’s Irvine office. 
1986
John Daniel and his husband, 
Chuck Bierwirth, celebrated 
30 years together. In 1994, 
chronic illness forced John 
into early retirement from 
the law and AIDS transfusion 
litigation. When he can, John 
assists with political causes, 
travels, and writes. He is 
looking forward to taking 
up music again. / Timothy 
“Tim” Fukai retired from the 
Santa Clara County Public 
Defender’s Office in 2010 
as a senior trial attorney. 
His oldest son, Dylan Yale 
Fukai, is a first-year student 
at UC Hastings. Tim lives 
a surfer’s life in Santa Cruz 
with his wife, Mary, and his 
youngest son, Cole (class 
to be determined). / Daryl 
E. Kennedy’s appointment 
to a judgeship in the Shasta 
County Superior Court was 
announced on May 22, 2017, 
by Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. 
1985
Jeff Adachi was elected to 
the board of directors of 
2002 
TiTo PEDro ruBio passed away on June 20, 2016.
1977
JAmES BArringEr, a longtime San Francisco attorney, died 
in his home in Lafayette on June 16, 2016.   
1976
KArLA grAy, the first female chief justice of the Montana 
Supreme Court, died from cancer on Feb. 17, 2017. 
WAynE oTiS VEATch Jr. died on Aug. 7, 2016.
1973
JAmES PhiLiP BArBEr passed away on Jan. 10, 2016. He was 
an attorney and partner at Hancock, Rothert and Bunshoft 
in San Francisco for 30 years. He litigated securities fraud, 
aerospace, and products liability, and international insurance 
matters for many clients, most notably Lloyd’s of London.  
1970
EDWArD (EDuArDo) LuiS SAnDoVAL passed away from 
heart failure at his home on April 23, 2017.
roBErT W. BELL Jr. passed away on Nov. 6, 2016. A highly 
regarded member of San Diego’s legal community, he excelled 
at labor law and litigation. He was considered a pioneer in 
California trials involving the federal 1964 civil rights law pro-
hibiting discrimination against employees on the basis of sex, 
race, color, national origin, and religion. 
1967
cArL hAgEnS passed away Feb. 1, 2017. He began his law 
career in 1967 and moved to Seattle, where his most recent 
endeavor was the building of the plaintiff’s firm Hagens 
Berman Sobol Shapiro. 
The Honorable ThomAS c. hEnDrix, a retired Superior 
Court judge, passed away peacefully after a short battle with 
cancer on Sept. 20, 2016.
1966
DEnniS “DEnny” o’nEiL, a former Newport Beach mayor 
who was recognized as Citizen of the Year in 2006, died in 
IN MEMORIAM
continued on page 68 Donald Wagner ’87
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the National Association of 
Criminal Defense Lawyers 
at the Association’s 59th 
annual meeting in  
Palm Beach, Florida, on 
Aug. 13, 2016. Jeff is the 
public defender of the city 
and county of San Francisco. 
/ Gary Micon was appointed 
by Gov. Edmund G. Brown 
Jr. to the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court. Gary’s 
wife, Nancy Beezy Micon, 
is presiding administrative 
law judge at the Office of 
Administrative Hearings 
in Los Angeles. Their son, 
Sam, is a 2L at UC Hastings. 
Their daughter, Shoshana, 
is a senior at UC San Diego 
majoring in environmental 
policy. Gary and Sam are still 
celebrating the Cubs’ World 
Series victory. / Roger Moss 
joined the Bar Association 
of San Francisco to direct 
the Conflict Intervention 
Service, an innovative ADR 
pilot project that addresses 
conflict in San Francisco 
affordable and supportive 
housing.
1984
Matthew “Matt” R. Broad 
relocated to Orlando in 
October 2015 to serve as 
general counsel of Darden 
Restaurants, the largest 
restaurant company in the 
world. He is working hard 
to avoid succumbing to 
the dreaded “Darden 15.” / 
Kerry A. Brockhage has been 
promoted to executive vice 
president and chief counsel 
for NBC Universal Content 
Distribution. / Jackson Chin 
received Public Justice’s 2017 
Trial Lawyer of the Year 
Award for his work on the 
legal team that secured a 
groundbreaking settlement 
requiring the U.S. Census 
Bureau to use a fair method 
to determine whether the 
criminal history of an 
applicant justifies his or her 
rejection from a job. Jackson 
is senior counsel at Latino 
Justice in New York City.
1983
Charles “Charlie” T. Hoge 
opened Hoge Law Firm in 
downtown La Jolla. Charlie 
will continue working with 
clients on partnership, 
real estate, employment, 
intellectual property, 
unfair competition, trade 
secret, and professional 
liability matters. The firm 
works with both plaintiffs 
and defendants. Charlie 
is chapter chair of the 
International Network of 
Boutique Law Firms, San 
Diego Chapter. / James P. 
O’Sullivan received the 2016 
Champions Award from 
the M&A Source, one of the 
nation’s leading mergers 
and acquisitions trade 
associations. / Brian Ripley 
Charles “Charlie” T. Hoge ’83
James P. O’Sullivan ’83Gary Micon ’85
LEGAL EDUCATION LEADER
MiCHAel HunTeR SCHwARTz ’87 has been named the next 
dean of the University of the Pacific McGeorge School of Law. 
He is a national leader in legal education and has a strong 
record of building enrollments, improving bar passage rates, 
and enhancing the reputation of the law schools where he has 
served in leadership roles. Michael began his appointment on 
July 1, 2017.
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was selected as Oakland’s 
best lawyer in Oakland 
magazine’s 2017 Best of 
Oakland competition. / 
Judge Mark Windham is 
presiding over People v. 
Robert Durst, a notorious 
murder case. He coached 
four middle school teams 
to the National Middle 
School Debate Tournament, 
with one team reaching the 
final round. Mark coached 
New Roads High School 
freshmen to the West L.A. 
Parliamentary debate 
championship. His high 
school debaters have won 
a total of nine first-place 
trophies this year. 
1982
(reunion year)
James “Jim” Clark is founder 
and executive director of 
the Victim Rights Center 
of Connecticut, a nonprofit 
providing trauma-informed, 
comprehensive legal 
assistance to victims of 
violent crime. Jim founded 
the organization in 2013 
after a long prosecutorial 
career and a stint as a 
professor at the Army’s JAG 
school. Jim represented 
the United States in the 
off-road triathlon World 
Championship in August 
2017. / Noel Edlin had a 
wonderful adventure in 
April hiking the Inca Trail 
with his 15- and 29-year-old 
daughters. Unfortunately, 
his son could not go because 
he is in his first year of 
law school. Bassi Edlin 
Huie & Blum continues to 
grow its litigation and trial 
practice with offices in San 
Francisco and downtown 
Los Angeles. / Christine 
Noma was selected to the 
San Francisco Business 
Times’ 2016 Most Influential 
Women in Business list. 
Christine was profiled in a 
special supplement to the 
publication and honored at a 
dinner and awards ceremony 
on June 16, 2016. 
1981
Lainey Feingold is excited 
to announce the publication 
of her book, Structured 
Negotiation: A Winning 
Alternative to Lawsuits. 
Published by the ABA, the 
book is about the method 
Lainey used for two decades 
to negotiate agreements with 
large organizations on behalf 
of her blind clients—no 
lawsuits needed.
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January 2017. Denny was assistant city attorney and city 
attorney for Newport Beach from 1969 to 1979. He served on 
the City Council from 1994 to 2002, including a one-year stint 
as mayor in 1999. He also maintained a private practice as a 
municipal land-use attorney.
1963
JaMEs EdWard MCCrEady passed away on Jan. 18, 2017. 
1958
JohN “JaCk” dEMEo died on Oct. 6, 2016. Jack was a pre- 
eminent Sonoma County trial attorney who grew his family’s 
Depression-era law practice and became renowned as much 
for his community leadership and civility as for his brilliance in 
the courtroom.
1955
WiLLiaM JEFFErsoN adaMs passed away in his Palm 
Desert home on March 17, 2017. After earning his JD from 
UC Hastings and working for a time in private practice, he 
pursued a career in municipal and government law. He served 
in city attorney roles for Atwater, Merced, Palm Springs, and 
Indian Wells and served on or represented numerous govern-
mental bodies. In the 1990s he resumed private practice, at 
times joined by attorney son Marken Adams. He retired from 
all practice of law in 2010.  In his free time, William was an avid 
aviator, holding licenses for powered and sailplane aircraft as 
well as hot-air balloons. 
1954
Louis katz died peacefully in his home in Oakland on  
Dec. 2, 2015. Louis was 92. In a law career that spanned over 
five decades, Louis was a fierce defender of civil liberties, 
representing those charged with crimes in both the Bay Area 
and San Diego until his retirement in 2010. 
1953
david J. FriEdENbErg passed away peacefully on May 13, 
2017. David practiced law in San Mateo County for nearly  
60 years. 
New work by Lainey Feingold ’81
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1980
Gary Bague has been 
elected chairman of the 
board of directors of 
ALFA International, a 
premier legal network of 
150 member law firms 
throughout the world. 
He and his wife, Sherrie, 
are celebrating their 29th 
wedding anniversary this 
year and have four children. 
This year also marks Gary’s 
37th year with Haight 
Brown & Bonesteel, where 
he became a partner in 1987. 
/ Kathleen Bales-Lange 
retired from the Tulare 
County Counsel’s Office 
after 36 years of service, 
20 of those as the county 
counsel. Kathleen was 
honored with the James B. 
Lindhold Jr. Legacy Award, 
presented to a county 
counsel who has provided 
outstanding service to 
the County Counsels 
Association of California. 
She relocated to Marina 
with her husband of 38 
years, George Lange, and 
her granddaughter Abigail, 
13. / Cathleen Gilliland 
Fitch is an attorney with 
Duckor Spradling Metzger & 
Wynne in San Diego. Earlier, 
Cathleen was with the Grant 
Law Firm. She is a certified 
specialist in legal malpractice 
law and continues to focus 
her practice on professional 
liability defense and 
commercial and business 
litigation. 
1979
Susan Feder has been 
successfully settling cases 
at Judicate West in its new 
office in downtown San 
Francisco. Susan also joined 
the board of the Marin 
County Bar Association and 
is the chairperson of the 
bar’s ADR Section. Susan 
will be working with the Bar 
Association of San Francisco 
and the San Francisco 
Unified School District to 
help with communications 
coaching between the school 
district and parents. / Karen 
Foster-Ellerbeck published 
her first poetry book and 
is currently working on 
her second book. / Thomas 
Mesereau and classmate 
Dana Cole are defending 
Playboy centerfold Dani 
Mathers in a criminal 
invasion of privacy case.
1978
Jennifer Keller has again 
been named to the Los 
Angeles Daily Journal’s and 
San Francisco Daily Journal’s 
list of The Top 100 Lawyers 
in California. Jennifer was 
also named to the 2017 
Lawdragon 500 Leading 
Lawyers in America. The list 
is said to be the most elite 
distinction in the profession, 
covering the “best of the 
best.” This is Jennifer’s sixth 
appearance on the list. She 
also previously served on UC 
Hastings’ Board of Trustees. 
/ William “Bill” O’Hare has 
been selected for inclusion in 
the Orange County Business 
Journal’s inaugural edition 
of the OC500 List. The 
honorees were recognized at 
a private cocktail party on 
Nov. 9, 2016, at The Resort 
at Pelican Hill in Newport 
Coast.
1977
(reunion year)
John Cotter retired in 2003 
after 15-plus years with the 
Sacramento County Public 
William “Bill” O’Hare ’78Jennifer Keller ’78
Susan Feder ’79
Thomas Mesereau ’79 (left) and Dana Cole ’79 (right) with Playboy centerfold Dani 
Mathers, who they are defending in a criminal invasion of privacy case.
( C l a s s  N o t e s  )
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Defender’s Office. Since then 
he has been doing federal, 
state, and Sacramento 
County criminal appellate 
work. He commutes 
monthly to Sacramento 
from British Columbia, 
where he moved in 2006. 
He passed the British 
Columbia bar exam in 
2007 and now has “retired” 
status. He travels and runs 
half-marathons. / Ronald 
Fish received a publishing 
contract for his first novel. 
A military action thriller, 
the book will be called The 
Tipi Field: A Carrier Battle 
Between the United States 
and China Over Oil. / The 
Honorable Karen Howze, a 
retired District of Columbia 
Superior Court judge, was 
named judge-in-residence 
by the National Council of 
Juvenile and Family Court 
Judges (NCJFCJ). As the 
NCJFCJ’s judge-in-residence, 
Karen will work extensively 
on curriculum development 
across judicial engagement 
and education projects. 
1976
Patrick Hall celebrated 
40 years of private 
practice and 30 years as 
a sole practitioner at his 
office in Pacifica. / The 
Honorable Scott Kays 
retired from the Solano 
County Superior Court 
on June 12, 2017. He was 
appointed in 1997. During 
his time on the bench, he 
served as presiding judge, 
assistant presiding judge, 
and supervising judge 
of the civil, family, and 
appellate divisions. In 2006, 
he was elected president 
of the California Judges 
Association and served 
on the Judicial Council 
of California. / Robert 
“Bob” Wallace retired from 
general trial practice in 
Idaho. During a recent visit 
to New York he decided 
to take advantage of bar 
reciprocity with Idaho and 
move to Manhattan. He and 
his golden retriever mix 
now have a f lat in the East 
70s. / Grover Wickersham 
is chairman of the board 
of directors for Eastside 
Distilling, a producer of 
award-winning spirits. 
1975
James Pokorny transitioned 
out of the practice of law 
and is now a professional 
mediator, doing business 
in San Diego as Pokorny 
Mediations. While the 
practice of law for 40 years 
was highly rewarding, Jim 
decided it was time to try 
his hand at helping people 
resolve their disputes 
without them having to 
invest time, resources, and 
emotion at jury trials. “So 
far, so good!” he wrote.
1974
Joseph “Joe” Marshall has 
been listed in San Diego 
Magazine’s 2017 Top 
Lawyers in San Diego in 
the category of business 
transactions law. Joe is a 
member of Sullivan Hill’s 
Executive Committee and 
has extensive experience 
in all phases of real estate, 
corporate, partnership, 
and business transactions, 
and in tax planning, tax 
controversy resolution, and 
estate planning. 
1972
(reunion year)
John Barrie, a tax partner at 
Bryan Cave, was appointed 
chair of taxation of business 
entities for the New York 
City Bar. / Donald Craig 
Mitchell is an attorney and 
the author of Sold American: 
The Story of Alaska Natives 
and Their Land and Take 
My Land Take My Life: 
The Story of Congress’s 
Historic Settlement of Alaska 
Native Land Claims. On 
Capitol Hill, Donald is a 
recognized expert on Indian 
law and history. He is the 
only researcher who had 
early access to the records 
of the committees whose 
members and staff wrote 
the bills that became the 
Indian Gaming Regulatory 
Act. In Wampum: How 
Indian Tribes, the Mafia, 
and an Inattentive Congress 
Invented Indian Gaming 
and Created a $28 Billion 
Gambling Empire, he offers 
readers a comprehensive 
look at the forces in 
Congress and inside the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
that have created the Indian 
gaming industry.
1971
Steven Chase is a solo 
practitioner in South San 
Francisco. He is a member 
of the private defender 
panel for indigent criminal 
defense in San Mateo 
County. He is the recipient 
of the organization’s 
Woodman Award and has 
been voted a Super Lawyer 
for several years. / Dennis 
Coupe recently published a 
Karen Howze ’77
Joseph “Joe” Marshall ’74
( C l a s s  N o t e s  )
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remembering John (Jack) T. knox
→ The alumnus and former state assemblyman left a lasting legacy at his alma 
mater—and throughout California
Seward, UC Hastings’ chief financial officer. “He reached across 
the aisle and believed that an adversarial relationship was only a 
temporary condition. Jack got things done, knowing the value of 
breaking bread, building trust, and the power of relationships.” 
During his time in the California State Assembly from 1960 to 
1980, when he represented western Contra Costa County, Jack 
sponsored legislation concerning local government, the environ-
ment, and medical plans. In 1965, he created the San Francisco 
Bay Conservation and Development Commission, with the goal of 
protecting and enhancing the San Francisco Bay. Another point 
of pride for Jack was co-authoring the 1975 Knox-Keene Health 
Care Service Plan, which regulates health maintenance organiza-
tions in the state. 
Jack’s efforts within the Bay Area have made a notable 
impact—so much so that a stretch of Interstate 580 near the 
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge is named for him. Other sites 
named in his honor are the Miller/Knox Regional Park near Point 
Richmond and the John & Jean Knox Performing Arts Center at 
Contra Costa College.
UC Hastings also benefited from Jack’s visionary leadership. 
His legislation converted the law school’s board of directors 
from a self-perpetuating board to one appointed by the gov-
ernor for 12-year terms. “Jack helped to create an effective 
diversity, for which we can all be grateful,” explained James E. 
Mahoney ’66 of Pachulski Stang Ziehl & Jones and a longtime 
board member.
 Emerita Dean and Chancellor Mary Kay Kane added, “Jack 
Knox lived his life to the fullest and left his mark on all with 
whom he worked. UC Hastings was fortunate to be the benefi-
ciary of his time and efforts. I was blessed to have worked with 
him for the 13 years of my deanship and to call him my friend.”
On April 4, 2017, former state Assemblyman John (Jack) T. Knox ’52 passed away at the age of 92. He is 
survived by his wife, Jean; a son; two daugh-
ters; and seven grandchildren.
Although Jack’s achievements were 
legion, his most significant contribution 
may have been the creation of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 
Considered California’s broadest environ-
mental law, CEQA requires state and local 
agencies to publicly disclose the environ-
mental impact of any proposed project and 
to do everything possible to mitigate those 
effects. Gov. Ronald Reagan signed off on 
CEQA in 1970, thanks to Jack’s key support. 
It was a big win for Jack and one of the many 
game-changing accomplishments that distin-
guished his long career.
“Jack was a professional politician at a time 
when you could say that proudly,” said David 
To support Jack’s legacy at Uc hastings through the John 
“Jack” knox Scholarship Fund, which aids Uc hastings 
students from contra costa county, or through other means, 
please contact chief Development officer Eric Dumbleton at 
415.565.4616 or dumbletoneric@uchastings.edu.
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novel titled The War College. 
/ Paulette Janian was named 
Fresno alumna of the year 
at a reception held on Feb. 
23, 2017. The Fresno County 
Bar Association presented 
her with the Witkin 
Lifetime Achievement 
Award on June 23, 2017. She 
is a partner at the Selma, 
California law firm of 
Shepard, Shepard & Janian, 
the oldest law firm in Fresno 
County, established by 
Elmer E. Shepard, member 
of the class of 1883. / 
Tommie Whitener continues 
his transition from Marin 
County family law attorney 
to creative writer with the 
recent publication of his 
novel, Mother Earth: Three 
Couples. A collection of 
short stories and a memoir 
are expected later this year. 
1970
Bruce Anticouni founded Anticouni & Associates—
the largest plaintiff 
employment law firm 
located on the California 
Central Coast. The firm 
represents both employers 
and employees in workplace 
law and related litigation. 
Bruce filed the first 
California overtime class 
action over 30 years ago 
and has obtained more than 
$200 million for California 
employees in subsequent 
class actions.
1966
Guy O. Kornblum has been 
named one of the 10 Best 
Attorneys in California by 
the American Institute of 
Personal Injury Attorneys 
for 2017. Guy is a partner 
at Kornblum, Cochran, 
Erickson & Harbison, a civil 
litigation firm.
1965
David Lyman is the chairman 
and chief values officer 
of Tilleke & Gibbins, 
Thailand’s oldest and largest 
independent law firm. David 
is acknowledged as one of the 
key leaders of the American 
business community in 
Thailand. He has held 
positions at The World 
Economic Forum’s Davos 
Annual Meeting and in the 
International Chamber of 
Commerce’s Commission 
on Corporate Responsibility 
and Anti-Corruption, and 
is the founder of the Thai 
Prime Minister’s Foreign 
Investment Advisory 
Council, now called the 
Joint Foreign Chambers of 
Commerce in Thailand.
1964
Paul Steven Dobel retired 
after 47 years of corporate 
debt restructuring at 
Wells Fargo Bank. / David 
Moore has been with Reid 
& Hellyer as a trial lawyer 
since graduation. David is 
a member of the American 
College of Trial Lawyers 
and the American Board of 
Trial Advocates. Dave and 
his wife, Barbara, have two 
children, four grandchildren, 
and one great-grandchild. 
They live in Riverside.
1962
Otis Philip “Phil” Young 
completed a 100-mile 
bike ride from Carmel 
to Cambria, reaching an 
elevation of 6,500 feet. “Age 
is a state of mind,” he wrote.
Tommie Whitener ’71
WonDER WoMAn
PAuLETTE JAniAn ’71 was presented with the Justice Pauline 
Davis Hanson award by the Fresno County Women Lawyers. 
The award is given in recognition of “leadership, mentor-
ship, and support of the advancement of women in the legal 
profession.” Paulette was also named Alumna of the Year by 
the Fresno Alumni Association. Chancellor & Dean DAviD 
FAiGMAn and nOLAn KAnE ’12 presented her with a plaque 
at a reception on Feb. 23, 2017, at the office of Dowling and 
Aaron in Fresno. She is partner at Shepard, Shepard & Janian 
of Selma.
( C l a s s  n o t e s  )
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 LexLab provides space for law students to work with faculty, local tech industry 
executives, engineers, and coders from University of California campuses and 
beyond to pitch and develop their own startup ideas for innovating the law and 
legal services.
“Our future, and the future of the law itself, is inextricably tied to the innovations 
occurring in our neighborhood and around the Bay Area, the most vibrant and 
innovative place on earth. We are part of this revolution.” 
- David Faigman, Chancellor & Dean 
Now accepting inquiries and contributions. Email lexlab@uchastings.edu or visit 
the website for more information.
The LexLab at UC Hastings, San Francisco
lexlab.uchastings.edu
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giving for the future
→ Two generous donors make unprecedented gifts to UC Hastings
example for others in my life, and I hope my gift to UC Hastings 
inspires others to show similar support.”
A Game-Changing Gift
UC Hastings recently received another highly significant 
commitment—a bequest intention from an anonymous donor 
for $3 million, the largest planned gift in the school’s history. 
This generous donor joins the ranks of other forward-thinking 
alumni and friends in the Legacy Society, comprising those, like 
Jernigan, who have included the law school as a beneficiary in 
their estates.
Such an extraordinary gift demonstrates the impact that indi-
viduals can have on the school at no cost during their lifetime. 
UC Hastings holds both personal and professional importance 
for many people and, with the support of thoughtful donors, it 
will continue to do so for years to come. 
Gifts can take a variety of forms, from a simple bequest to 
a gift of life insurance. Planned giving also allows donors to 
maintain control of their assets during their lifetimes and mod-
ify their gifts as circumstances change. Gifts may be directed 
toward various programs, professorships, and scholarships at 
UC Hastings. To learn more about including UC Hastings in 
your estate planning, visit uchastings.plannedgiving.org or 
call Robin Drysdale, director of major gifts and gift planning, 
at 415.565.4852.
“UC Hastings helped set me on my life path,” said Cliff Jernigan ’68, an 
expert in the fields of tax law and interna-
tional trade. “The law school is where I found 
my true calling, and I wanted to help others 
benefit from the same quality education that 
I received.” To give back to his alma mater, 
Jernigan recently established a charitable 
remainder trust in his estate plans, with  
UC Hastings as a principal beneficiary. 
Throughout his highly successful career, 
Jernigan has held corporate tax counsel posi-
tions at Bank of America, Stauffer Chemical 
Company, Castle and Cooke, and Advanced 
Micro Devices; he has also served in the 
top management of the IRS and chaired 
numerous tax industry associations. In a side 
venture, Jernigan launched Olive Hill Lane 
Press, a publishing company and vineyard 
named for his former residence in Woodside. 
While he has recently sold the property, the 
wines he produced will still be available 
for several more years. “It’s been a wonder-
ful career and a fun 20 years of producing 
wines,” he said. “I have always tried to set an 
Cliff Jernigan ’68, 
an expert on tax law 
and a former vintner.
“I hAve AlwAys trIed to set An exAmple for others In my 
lIfe, And I hope my gIft to  
UC hAstIngs InspIres others 
to show sImIlAr sUpport.”
—cliff jernigan ’68
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“we want to make the law school more financially 
accessible and  
attractive to top  
students from our  
alma maters.”
—bruce telkamp ’94
Bruce Telkamp ’94 and Diane Turriff ’90 
established a new endowed scholarship for 
UC Hastings students.
creating eDUCaTional 
opporTUniTies
→ Bruce Telkamp ’94 and Diane Turriff ’90 
are investing in the next generation of UC 
Hastings lawyers
“A UC Hastings law degree can unlock tremendous opportunities, but cuts to public education fund-ing over the past 25 years have made it much more 
difficult to afford,” said Bruce Telkamp ’94, founder and CEO of 
HealthPocket, Inc. and AgileHealthInsurance.com. In response, 
Telkamp and his wife, Diane Turriff ’90, are seeking to make 
legal education at UC Hastings more affordable for accomplished 
graduates of UCLA and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, their under-
graduate alma maters.
“We both had fantastic experiences at UC Hastings, but it was 
much more affordable then,” Turriff said.
“A UC Hastings tuition is 10 times more today than it was for 
Diane and me,” Telkamp added, “and we want to make the law 
school more financially accessible and attractive to top students 
from our alma maters.”
Telkamp and Turriff—who met in 1995 while practicing 
intellectual property law at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & 
Rosati—recently established the Telkamp and Turriff Family 
Scholarship; it will be awarded for the first time this fall.
support scholarships 
at uc hastings
Gifts make a critical difference and 
enhance the quality of the UC Hastings 
experience for today’s students. They 
make possible much-needed scholar-
ship funds, which are awarded to help 
outstanding students defray the cost of 
their education. endowed scholarship 
funds established privately by individuals, 
corporations, foundations, and friends of 
UC Hastings provide the primary source 
of scholarship aid. To learn more about 
how you can support scholarships at UC 
Hastings, contact Chief Development 
officer Eric Dumbleton at 415.565.4616 or 
dumbletoneric@uchastings.edu.
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Since its founding 25 years ago, the CJC—then the Civil Justice Clinic, now the Community Justice Clinics—
has provided UC Hastings students the 
opportunity to practice lawyering skills 
with real-world clients. The program 
has expanded from its initial focus on 
individual representation in litigation 
into an umbrella for eight different 
clinics, which operate as a single law 
firm and engage students in litigation, 
policy advocacy, dispute resolution, and 
transactional practice. The CJC’s faculty 
has grown from three to 10.
“We have always focused on student 
learning,” said Ascanio Piomelli, 
associate dean for experiential learning 
and director of two CJC clinics. “When 
we set up the program, we thought a lot 
about the skill sets, habits, and bodies 
of knowledge students need to become 
well-rounded lawyers. We love seeing 
students grow as they work success-
fully with and on behalf of clients. I’m 
delighted that we now provide these 
opportunities not only in a litigation 
setting, but in business and tax areas, in 
policy advocacy, transactional counsel-
ing, and dispute resolution.” 
But students aren’t the sole focus of 
the program; the CJC also provides 
outstanding service to the community, 
including individuals, businesses, and 
Justice for All
community groups in the Tenderloin and 
South of Market neighborhoods. Over the 
past two and a half decades, the CJC has 
served more than 1,000 clients through 
its Individual Representation (IR) Clinic, 
as well as hundreds more in its other clin-
ics, and mediated hundreds of disputes 
for the Small Claims Court. The IR Clinic 
won a California Supreme Court case and 
the Community Economic Development 
Clinic has significantly contributed to the 
social and economic development of San 
Francisco. “The impact of the [IR] Clinic 
can’t be overestimated,” said Miles 
Locker, a veteran state labor attorney. 
“The clients of the CJC are served by a 
group of outstanding law professors and 
highly motivated, hardworking law stu-
dents. The results obtained in court trials 
or settlements equal or exceed what one 
would expect if these cases had been 
handled by experienced private counsel. 
The students gain real legal skills that 
will serve as a bedrock for the rest of 
their careers.”
Introducing Clinical Education
The original clinic was the brainchild of 
UC Hastings Professor Bea Moulton, a 
national expert on clinical legal education 
and co-author of the first textbook on the 
lawyering process. In 1991, she success-
fully petitioned the California Legislature 
for funds to start a clinical education 
The Community Justice Clinics celebrate 25 years of imparting 
real-world skills, making a difference, and giving back
“We provide sTudeNTs 
A pATh To 
becomiNg AN 
excelleNT 
lAWyer by 
giviNg Them 
hANds-oN, 
firsT-chAir 
experieNce, 
WorkiNg  
WiTh The 
supporT of 
NurTuriNg 
fAculTy oN 
cArefully 
selecTed 
cAses.”
—professor asCanio 
piomelli
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program at UC Hastings. The $1 million 
budget—more than half of which went 
to establish the CJC—provided for three 
in-house teaching faculty: Miye Goishi; 
Piomelli; and the CJC’s first director, 
Mark Aaronson. Formerly the executive 
director of the San Francisco Lawyers’ 
Committee for Urban Affairs (now known 
as the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil 
Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area), 
Aaronson spent 15 years at the helm of 
the CJC and indelibly shaped its charac-
ter. “His focus on providing students a 
start-to-finish experience within a semes-
ter remains the bedrock foundation of the 
program,” said Piomelli. 
It all began with the IR Clinic, in which 
students handle litigation matters—
such as wage-and-hour and Social 
Security disability cases—for low- and 
moderate-income clients. For a semes-
ter, students take lead responsibility 
for cases from beginning to end, with 
one-on-one faculty supervision and 
twice-weekly seminars that integrate 
lawyering theory and their casework. 
“IR is the most demanding clinic 
because it handles litigation in such a 
short time,” said Aaronson. “Students 
have to pick up so much, like the 
importance of understanding the client’s 
perspective, how to simultaneously 
empathize and distance oneself, how to 
develop and exercise judgment.” 
The IR Clinic is also an intense 
endeavor for its professors, who are 
always thinking of ways to optimize the 
experience for students and build con-
nections with local referral organizations. 
Such connections help the clinic acquire 
challenging cases that can be completed 
in just one term. 
“We are offering students the chance 
to be lawyers,” said Professor Gail 
Silverstein, who teaches in the IR and 
Mediation clinics. “They are not clerks or 
assistants to the supervising attorneys. 
They are in the thick of client relations, 
The professors and staff of today’s Community Justice  
Clinics. Front row, from left: Manoj Viswanathan, Miye 
Goishi. Middle row: Yvonne Troya, Ascanio Piomelli, Gail 
Silverstein, Carol Izumi. Back row: Alina Ball, Karen Amaya, 
Eumi Lee, Mai Linh Spencer. Not pictured: Karen Musalo, 
Theresa Hoskins-Ford.
The CJC  
CliniCs aT  
a glanCe:
• Business Tax 
Practicum
• Community 
Economic 
Development Clinic
• Community Group 
Advocacy Clinic
• Individual 
Representation Clinic
• Mediation Clinic
• Medical Legal 
Partnership for 
Seniors Clinic
• Refugee & Human 
Rights Clinic
• Social Enterprise 
& Economic 
Empowerment Clinic
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research, advocacy, and argument. We 
also push them to reflect in writing on 
their experience.” Unlike practicing law-
yers, however, students are not evaluated 
on the outcomes of their cases but on the 
preparation process.
A History of Community Service
One case stands out in the IR Clinic’s 
history. Murphy v. Kenneth Cole made 
headlines as an important wage-and-hour 
case in 2003. It involved an employer’s 
obligation to pay employees for meal and 
rest breaks that they missed while on 
the job. Students in the clinic served as 
lead counsel for the employee, a store 
manager, and were victorious at trial 
in Superior Court. They also assisted 
with responding to the employer’s 
appeal, which went all the way up to the 
California Supreme Court, which  
upheld the trial court’s decision. Former  
CJC Professor Donna Ryu, now a  
U.S. District Court magistrate, argued the 
case with the help of Goishi and former 
Associate Dean Nancy Stuart ’94. They 
also secured a substantial attorneys’ fee 
award that now funds a legal fellowship at 
the CJC and summer grants for students 
doing public interest work. 
Sara Beard ’03, one of four students 
on the case, delivered the closing argu-
ment at trial and eventually went on to 
clerk for Magistrate Ryu. She raves about 
her experience. “It gave me a real idea 
of what kind of law I wanted to practice 
and how I wanted to practice,” she said. 
“I was able to experience litigation first-
hand—prepping for a trial, negotiating 
with the other side, and actually going 
to trial. Being able to work closely with 
the supervising attorneys transformed 
my law school experience. I wouldn’t be 
where I am if I hadn’t done that clinic.” 
The CJC was again in the limelight in 
2011 and 2012, this time for its commu-
nity advocacy work around the proposed 
rebuilding of California Pacific Medical 
Center (CPMC), San Francisco’s big-
gest private hospital services provider. 
Students in the Community Economic 
Development Clinic worked with a coali-
tion of grassroots organizations to ensure 
that the project delivered community 
benefits to its nearby neighborhoods and 
“We are  offeriNg 
sTudeNTs The 
chaNce To  
be laWyers. ... 
They are  
iN The  
Thick of  
challeNgiNg  
clieNT 
relaTioNs, 
research, 
advocacy,  
aNd 
argumeNT.”
—professor  
Gail silverstein
CJC faculty in 2003. Front row: Mark Aaronson, Nancy Stuart. Back row: Shauna Marshall, 
Miye Goishi, Ascanio Piomelli, Donna Ryu.
Top: Somnath Chatterjee ’94, right, meeting with client.  
Bottom: Lisa Reed ’94 at the CJC in 1994.
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low-income San Franciscans. The stu-
dents authored an influential white paper 
demonstrating how the highly profitable 
CPMC wasn’t providing extensive care to 
uninsured patients. As a result of coali-
tion efforts, the City signed a development 
agreement in 2013 requiring CPMC to 
provide a comprehensive package of 
community benefits. In the years since, 
the clinic has advised the community 
partners and monitored implementation of 
the agreement.
Putting the Client First
Above all, the CJC teaches students 
what it means to be client-centered, 
whether the client is preparing a living 
will, demanding unpaid wages, seeking 
political asylum, striving to change pub-
lic policy, or launching a social-minded 
business. It’s the epitome of practical 
pedagogy. “We provide students a 
path to becoming an excellent lawyer 
by giving them hands-on, first-chair 
experience, working with the support of 
nurturing faculty on carefully selected 
cases. We encourage students to reflect 
on what they learn from their clients and 
about themselves, the legal system, and 
the lawyer’s role,” Piomelli said.
That perspective is shared by Sheena 
Wadhawan ’06. During her time at 
the CJC, she worked on what she called 
an “epic trial” that lasted nine days. “It 
had all the twists and turns of a Law & 
Order episode,” she said. “It was the sort 
of experience seasoned trial attorneys 
dream of.”  
She represented a young woman from 
Honduras brought to the U.S. by distant 
relatives who treated her as an inden-
tured servant, paying her less than  
50 cents an hour for her work as a live-in 
nanny and housekeeper. “We had an 
incredibly volatile judge and aggressive 
opposing counsel,” Wadhawan said. 
Yet her client still won her wage claim. 
“I learned what it means to be truly 
client-centered and got the practical 
lawyering skills I needed to start my own 
litigation practice just two and a half 
years out of law school,” she added. 
  The CJC was also a place where she 
could actualize her identity as a law stu-
dent. Prior to taking the clinic, Wadhawan 
said she had never experienced an 
approach to law that she could relate to as 
an immigrant and woman of color.
“In the [IR and Community Group 
Advocacy] clinic, we had explicit dis-
cussions related to race, class, gender, 
and bias,” she said. “We were encour-
aged to be conscious about how our 
personal experiences impacted the way 
we approached clients and cases. If it 
were up to me, all law students would 
have the fortune of a full year of the CJC 
experience.” 
For more information on the CJC’s 
25th Anniversary Celebration, sched-
uled for early 2018, please email 
CJC25Anniversary@uchastings.edu.
“I learNed whaT IT  
meaNs To  
be Truly 
clIeNT­
ceNTered 
aNd goT The 
pracTIcal 
lawyerINg 
skIlls I Needed 
To sTarT  
my owN  
lITIgaTIoN 
pracTIce.”
—sheena wadhawan ’06
Students Rachel Barack ’94 and John Parker ’94 in the CJC’s  law library in 1994.
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Community connections
→ La Raza Law Students Association works for diversity in the classroom and 
the courtroom
La Raza co-chair. “The students also get to participate in a 
mock trial and see panels with diverse attorneys. All the kids 
really enjoy it.”
Another flagship activity is Diversity Outreach Day, geared 
toward undergraduates. The spring event includes an admis-
sion workshop, mock classes, and student attorney panels; this 
year’s Diversity Outreach Day offered a Q&A with an alumnus 
about opportunities for undocumented law students. The 2Ls 
and 3Ls also provide peer advice—mentoring relationships that 
can continue into the next school year and beyond.
“A lot of incoming students freak out, thinking that law school 
is this impossible world to break into,” said Guzman. “These 
events tear down those barriers. We tell them, ‘We’re here; you 
can be too.’ ”
Although La Raza is more focused on community building 
than public policy, the organization’s board has discussed tak-
ing more of a stance, albeit with caution.
“We’re trying to get more political; we’re just doing it care-
fully,” said Guzman. “Our current political climate has taken a 
lot of people aback, and they need emotional support more than 
anything.”
For Hernandez, working with La Raza has driven home the 
value of multiculturalism in the legal world. 
“I feel privileged to be able to promote diversity in the legal 
field,” she said, “not only for the UC Hastings community but for 
students outside our campus as well.”
L a Raza Law Students Association’s abiding mission is to promote diver-sity in education and in the legal 
profession at large, but the organization is 
also a source of social support for its many 
members—a majority of whom are Latino or 
Latina.
“We want to make our voices heard at 
school and within the legal community,” 
said Celia Guzman ’18, La Raza co-chair. 
“We also want to create a safe space for 
like-minded people. I am Mexican-American 
and a first-generation law student. It’s nice to 
meet others with similar backgrounds.”
La Raza was named Student Organization 
of the Year for 2016–17. The group hosts a 
variety of activities, including speakers; 
networking outings; and most notably  
Day @ Law School, in which K–12 youth from 
schools in local low-income communities are 
invited to experience life as a law student at 
UC Hastings. Day @ Law School is staffed by 
student, faculty, and alumni volunteers and 
is held every fall. “There are mock classes, 
divided by elementary, middle, and high 
school,” said Mayra Hernandez ’18,  
“We Want tO make Our vOiceS heard at SchOOl 
and Within the legal  
cOmmunity. We alSO Want 
tO create a Safe Space fOr 
like-minded peOple.”
—Celia guzman ’18
La Raza Law Students Association 
co-chairs Celia Guzman ’18 (right) and 
Mayra Hernandez ’18.
Site preparation begins in October for a new academic facility at 333 Golden Gate Ave. The building, on schedule to open in time for the 
spring 2020 semester, will feature smart classrooms, 
a conference center, and multipurpose spaces for stu-
dents, faculty, and alumni. The building will connect 
to Kane Hall at 200 McAllister St. via a sky bridge 
and a spacious indoor-outdoor plaza—creating a true 
campus heart within a block of municipal, state, and 
federal courthouses and San Francisco City Hall.
Construction of the new building marks the first 
step in the College’s long-range plan to develop an 
interactive academic village in San Francisco. Formed 
from the college’s partnership with UCSF, among 
others, the academic village will grow to include more 
than 800 units of campus housing, bringing together 
professionals and graduate students from many disci-
plines to live, learn, and imagine their futures.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. supported the College’s 
funding proposals, and the state Legislature appropri-
ated $55 million in the Budget Acts of 2015 and 2016. 
This best-of-class, Platinum LEED-certified structure 
will be built by Clark Construction with Skidmore 
Owings & Merrill, selected after a comprehensive 
process incorporating input from key stakeholders.
To learn more and support the Building UC 
Hastings Fund, visit building.uchastings.edu or 
contact Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton at 
415.565.4616 or dumbletoneric@uchastings.edu.
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Building for an extraordinary future
→ New state-of-the-art academic facility marks the first step toward  
developing a vibrant academic village in the heart of San Francisco
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Made in San Francisco. Ready for the World.
don’t MiSS reunion 2017! 
→ For more information on homecoming  
and reunions, visit uchastings.edu/alumni  
or call 415.565.4667.
The classes of 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 
1987, 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, 2012, 
and 2017 will celebrate their reunions 
at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco 
on Saturday, Oct. 21.
all alumni invited
uC hAStingS hoMeCoMing
→  october 19–21
